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Rev. Jesse Jackson Calls For Activism
Jackson Visits Trinity To Encourage A "Return to Activism in the 21st Century'
BY TERRY RIFKIN

Copy Editor
In a visit to campus on Monday night, Reverend Jesse Jackson spoke about the importance
of student activism and called
upon the Trinity community to
stand up for freedom and equality. Approximately 650 people
attended the speech, which was
sponsored by the President's
Office, Imani and the MultiCultural Affairs Council, His
audience consisted of faculty,
administration, community
leaders and at least 300 Trinity
students.
President Dobelle introduced
Jackson as "A man who occupies a truly remarkable place in
the American story." Dobelle
spoke of Jackson's beginnings in
the civil rights movement at the
age of 22 and his activism with
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. He
went on to discuss Jackson's two
bids for the presidency and his
diplomatic work on hostage release in the Middle East.
"For almost 30 years he has
driven heroically :o give voice
erty*lS3""6'p"portuniEy
said Dobelle, who also noted
Jackson's particular devotion to
the youth of America and his
efforts to unite the nation.
Jackson began his talk by discussing the current impact of
Dr. King on American civil
rights. He proclaimed his dis-
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Health
Center
Alters
Policies
BY JACOB KASELL

Senior Editor

Jesse Jackson appears with a New Haven Reverend and President Dobelle

tress at some people's notion of
King as an "ineffective dreamer,"
saying that, "[King] spoke truth
to power and did truth to
power." Jackson enunciated
King's dream of all Americans
living under one teni, where

k
cans would be treated equally.
Quoting from Emma Lazarus'
poem "Colossus," Jackson recited "Give me your tired, your
poor, your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free..." saying that yearning is the price of
admission to the one, multi-cul-

tural tent. King identified the
first step toward building this
tent as gaining equal protection
for all citizens under the law,
and he did this by changing the
law, explained Jackson.
Jackson continued by inirojne his theory of a.four
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"conditioning, to come alive and
choose hope over dope," He
urged the audience to become
trustworthy members of society and to get a sense of religion.
"Change comes when people
are oppressed, they can change
, minds. Slave owners don't re-
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The first, second and third strong chains," Jackson removements have all been flected.
The fourth movement of
realized: the end to legalized slaJackson's
symphony has yet to
very, the end to "legalized apartheid" (segregation) and be achieved: Americans do not
universalsuffragein the United have equal opportunity to acStates, Jackson challenged the cess capital. Citing Connecticut
see JACKSON on page six
audience to move beyond our

Forum Addresses Gallows Hill Changes
BY KRISTEN BURNS

News Editor

In response to student dissention regarding changes at the
Gallows Hill Bookstore, the
store's management held an
open forum - on Tuesday,
Februray 2. The purpose of the
meeting was to provide an avenue of dialogue between the
administration and the students.
Representing the administration at the forum were April
Brown-Carthen, Overseer of the
Bookstore Committee, Larry
Gal, General Manager of the
Trinity College Bookstore, and
Wally Swist, Gallows Hill Manager. Also present were several
students, some former Gallows
employees, all of whom wished
to express concern regarding
the new policies and procedures.
Four months ago, Gallows
manager and Trinity alum
Stacy Jocelyn resigned to continue her education. Barnes &
Noble, which controls both
Gallows Hill and the Trinity
College Bookstore, appointed
Wally Swist, an experienced
book buyer and store manager,
to the position of Gallows man-
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The Face of the Gallows Hill Bookstore Remains
Unchanged

ager.
Soon after his arrival, Swist
began to implement changes
that he felt were in the best interests of Gallows Hill, however,
these changes have left many
student customers dissatisfied.
At Tuesday's open forum, students were able to question
Swist about his decisions.
Among the most contentious
issues discussed was the removal of the Outpost Culture
section. Many students enjoyed
the alternative, non-mainstream selections offered by the
Outpost Culture section, which
was home to unknown authors
and subjects. Despite the
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section's popularity, Swist decided to remove the section after he discovered objectionable
material on its shelves. "Some of
the books seemed graphic to
me...I found them distasteful,"
Swist remarked
during
Tuesday's conference.
In responding to Swist's reasons for the removal of Outpost
Culture, students expressed disapproval, and suggested that his
actions resembled censorship.
Flyers posted on campus before
the forum likened the action to
the Nazi book burnings of the
1930's, and called for a boycott
of Gallows Hill. Brown-Carthen
admitted removing several of

the flyers, believing them to be
"extreme," and a deterrent to
open dialogue. She thought they
would only resul t in anger, "and
when people are angry, they
stop listening." As of yet, no one
has claimed responsibility for
the distribution of the flyers,
and their removal has disturbed
some students who feel it was
an attempt to quiet the student
voice on campus.
President Dobelle was only
informed of the changes to Gallows Hill on Monday, and remarked that "There will be no
book banning or burning a t
Trinity," a statement accompanied by a promise to take action.
Gal and Swist defended the
removal of the Outpost Culture
section in business terms. According to Swist, the books
"were not selling. They were besee GALLOWS on page seven

Many students know the
Health Center, formerly the
Medical Office, for their liberal
use of Sudafed, Tylenol, and
cough medicine inscribed with
the mysterious name "Dr.
Izzard." But a series of changes
to the health facilities available
to students and staff promise to
do away with the old system in
favor of a more holistic, preventative approach to campus
health issues.
The changes come about partially in response to the findings
of the American College Health
Association. The query was
headed by Vice President for
Students Services, Sharon
Herzberger. With the resignation of DT. Mark Izzard this past
fall, Pat Goddard, APRNCS, has
askicm of interim director. A search committee is in the process of
interviewing candidates for the
permanent position of director
(Goddard has declined to be in
the running) and will be hiring
a nurse practitioner for the post.
But already the switch from a
doctor-directed approach to a
nurse-directed system has begun to manifest itself.
"One of the things that we've
become aware of is that this system is built on a 'wellness
model" says Veronica Mantel,
RN. "We're moving towards preventative model that focuses on
a campus-wide approach."
Mantel has not only served on
staff for several years, but is also
an alumnae of Trinity, graduating as an 1DP student in 1995
with a degree in philosophy.
The old doctor-directed
model focused more on pathology and short-term solutions.
According to the new plan, the
health center would take a more
active approach to health issues
on campus, working in tandem
with such services as the counseling center, dieticians, and the
athletic department. The goal is
for the health center to act as a
'primary care' health stop for
students. This means that stusee HEALTH on page nine
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Controlling The Dialogue
Gallows Hill Bookstore manager Wally Swist's recent decision to remove the Outpost Culture section from Gallows Hill has exposed the desire among certain members of the Trinity administration to control the nature of debate on campus. Following
Swist's decision, which has since been rescinded, an anonymous flyer compared the
removal of outpost culture to Nazi book burnings condemning it as, "ideological purification," and urging students to boycott Gallows Hill in an effort to, "remind our new
management that all perspectives and people deserve respect." In an effort to silence
this form of student opinion, Director of Mather Campus Center and Student Activities, April Brown-Carthen removed ten of the offending flyers herself. In addition, the
majority oE the flyers had mysteriously disappeared by the next day, thereby depriving students of a legitimate opinion.
In a forum, convened by the Bookstore Committee, regarding the changes in Gallows
Hill, Brown-Carthen described the flyer as offensive and stated that she removed the
flyers as a result of a "gut reaction." To justify her action, Brown-Carthen said that she
just wanted to prevent a boycott from occurring. While such action in defense of capitalism and big business certainly could be considered noble, no argument can change
the fact that such a decision has absolutely no place on a college campus.
Why was this flyer so offensive? Admittedly, the allusion to Nazi book burning was
extreme at best, and calling Swist's actions "ideological purification" might also be
stretching the comparison, but this is not the primary reason these flyers were removed.
Instead, what the administration found disturbing was a student's attempt to exert his
own power on the debate at Gallows. By calling for a boycott, the student in question
was exercising the only power available to him in the situation, the power to withhold
his money from the bookstore. Using the power and authority bestowed upon her by
the college, Brown-Carthen decided to control the nature of the debate and attempt to
influence it unduly. By removing the flyers, she prevented students from being exposed to both sides of the issue, and therefore prevented free and open dialogue on
campus.
As students, we give approximately $120,000 and four years of our lives to the institution of Trinity. Given our tremendous personal investment in the system, it is essential that we, as members of the community, one provided free access to all avenues of
communication. Trinity students are supposedly, "a talented, strongly motivated, and
diverse body...who take increasing responsibility for shaping [our] education as [we]
progress through the curriculum." However, the recent actions in Mather seem to contradict the assertion that students have a right to control their intellectual development. Maybe it is the administration, and not Gallows Hill management that needs to
be reminded to respect all people and perspectives.
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the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
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To the Editor:
The January 26,1999 "Faculty
Views" section of The Tripod written by Jerry G. Watts, associate
professor of American studies,
was not factually correct with regard to the selection of Jackie
Joyner-Kersee as the Martin
Luther King Jr. day speaker.
Therefore, I am writing to set the
record straight on just this small
portion of the Watts' "Faculty
Views."
The "Lift Every Voice: The Message and Legacy of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr." program was developed in conjunction with several College constituents all of
whom felt Ms. Joyner-Kersee's
voice would extend the message
of Dr. King to a broader audience
both within the Trinity College
and Hartford communities. President Dobelle was notified of Ms.
Joyner-Kersee's selection as a
guest speaker for this day of celebration only after a contract had
been signed.
Professor Watts himself has
denigrated Ms. Joyner-Kersee by
labeling her with the lone title of
"a black Olympic athlete." She is
so much more. Sure.she has had a
brilliant 15-year career in track
and field. However as of 1998
Joyner-Kersee made a symbolic
leap from the world of sports to a
future filled with challenges and
aspirations for a whole new generation. Ms. Joyner-Kersee's new
vision includes sports marketing
and a sports agent business, a new
recreation center she hopes will
catapult young women into
greater stratospheres than she
herself achieved, as well as an opportunity of delivering a message
of hope, survival and endurance.
Who is Jackie Joyner-Kersee?

Stopand consider some of JoynerKersee's recent awards and
achievements:
Recipient of the 1999 Black
History Makers Awards presented
by the Associated Black Charities.
This award placed Joyner-Kersee
in the company of UN secretarygeneral Kofi Annan, Gordon
Parks, and past winners including
Justice Thurgood Marshall, Jessye
Norman, Arthur Ashe, and General Colin Powell.
A leader in helping to revitalize and rebuild her hometown of
East St. Louis, 111. through the efforts of the Jackie Joyner-Kersee
foundation. Honored as an "Ambassador of Dreams" by Mattel.
A leader in the campaign to
help others with asthma.
Recipient of 1999 Humanitarian Award from the Women's
Sports and Fitness Champions
Award ceremony.
While, happily, there are many
role models within the nation's
African-American community
whom Trinity might have invited
to address members of the College
and Hartford communities, many
of us, including students involved
in the planning, felt we made an
excellent choice in inviting the
one we did. We are pleased that
Ms. Joyner-Kersee — an example
of dedication on and off the track
and field and a sterling example
of Dr. King's legacy — chose to celebrate with us and spread her
message of hope. Her message
was Dr. King's message, and it
resonated with just about everyone who heard or met her.
Sincerely,
Kimberly E.Jones'91
Assistant Dean of Student Services for Multicultural Affairs

Women's Basketball Coverage Lacking
To the Editor:
1 can not believe that a leading
news information source like our
paper would not write an article
about the women's basketball
team in four weeks. With all respect to the excellent season the
men are having, women's coverage has been biased to say the
least; nonexsistent would be more
accurate. 1 understand that you
have had a change in editors.
Dropped stories, dropped seasons
does, not suggest very good task
distribution or management this
far into the semester.
Some of my peers have sug-

gested to me that the team was
covered last semester because the
last women's basketball reporter
was on the squad. As far as I know
the author of the men's Tuesday
article is not on the men's basketball team. If there is any shortage
of writers, I believe it is the duty
of the paper to seek out a potential permanent writer, while
making other reporters stretch
and cover important ground until one can be found.
Thank you for your attention
to, and repair of, this problem.
Sincerely, Megan Shutte '00

Don't You Wish You Were There?
Admit it, you weren't around for most of the things on this
list. It's OK, just tell us...we won't be mad. We knew it! Ignoramus! Oh welLif you feel inadequate, let us spoon-feed you
your view, t h i s way you can sound like you were there and
developed an opinion of your own.
Jesse Jackson

M

Good speech, Could have laid
off the first 100 "Praisejesuses"
and the group prayer.

Project Concern

Dancing their way for more
understanding of Black History Month

Borderscape 2000

Despite ethno-pornographers
and beating dead chickens, it
was still a, little too "cute."

.Racist Epithets

Which is scarier: the fact that
someone this ignorant is getting a degree here or the fact
that we're not very surprised?
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Adult Treatment Requires
Maturity From Students
R, B Y JAMES GRIFFITH

• Opinion Editor

The student body as a general
rule never stops amazing me
with its all-encompassing stupidity. Every year 1 have been
here, the alcohol policy has gotten stricter and students have
complained proportionally to

in breaking the pattern itself.
. So, in the spirit of taking up
the mantle of adulthood, 1 have
a suggestion. In the January 26
edition of The Tripod, an interview with Prof. Jack Chatfield
• by Dan Berman discussed the
Medusa. The Medusa was "a senior honor society with the
power to enforce disciplinary
regulations." There were seven

The Medusa demands such acts [of
responsibility] by the student body.
Students evaluate student behavior.
the changes. The clarion calls
are usually something along the
lines of, "Treat us like adults!"
But then the next Sunday, early
in the morn, as the mist begins
to burn away from the Main
Quad, you can walk down the
Long Walk to the gong of the
chapel bells and have that image of collegiate peace interrupted only by the metallic
crunching of the PBR can you
step on, thrown from some
twit's room with a neon sign in
the window. Then you can go
eat in Mather, right next to the
plywood replacing the window
somebody broke the night before.
Now, I do not particularly
care one way or another what
the new alcohol policy is, especially now that I'm 21. But it
seems to me that if you want to
be treated like an adult, perhaps
you should act the part. Or
rh-aybe ft'i? r sWWtWWffrg*
prophecy. But 1 don't think so.
Or, if the nauseatingly immature behavior of Trinity students is encouraged by treating
us as nauseatingly immature
people, then the onus falls on us
to break the pattern. Clearly the
administration is not interested

members, all chosen by the previous members, and they made
decisions regarding violations
of, say, the alcohol policy, for example.
The basic idea behind the
Medusa was that students were
responsible for student life.
When the administration polices students, a sense of resentment and an "us-versus-them"
mentality toward the powers
that be is created. If students actively join the disciplinary role,
not only does it show the administration that there are students who care and are willing
to do something about rule-violators, but it also shows students
that there is a certain mode of
behavior expected of them by
everyone, not just the "grownups." It also keeps the Dean of
Students from having to behave
like the assistant principal in
junior high, the poor schmuck
M

te

d l

l

perfect marriage of student involvement and responsibility.
As long as we, the students,
trust ourselves to be regulated
by our peers, it is a system that
can only bring good. We always
scream to be treated like adults,
but temper tantrums are not the
way to prove that we deserve
such treatment. I know 1 said
above that the idiocy of students here makes me laugh, but
I do think that we, given the opportunity, can regulate ourselves. There are two necessities
for the Medusa to work: trust
and the opportunity.
Herein lies the difficulty of
senior year. It would be useless
for myself or anyone else in my
year to attempt to set up a new
Medusa. 1 walk with my cap
and gown in about four months,
practically a ghost. Those who
will be back in the fall and after, if they want to, must stand
up on their own and demand
the responsibility. The first step
to behaving like adults is to take
responsibility for ourselves. The
Medusa demands such acts by
the student body. Students
evaluate student behavior. A
system of, by, and for the students. Judgment from within.
If we demand that we take
responsibility for ourselves, I
can pretty much guarantee the
administration will loosen its
grip on policing student behavior. But the demand cannot
come from seniors, those on our
way out. It must come from
next years' seniors. The people

t

problem children. To me, it says
a lot in regards to the maturity
and fairness of the Medusa that,
according to Chatfield, "no decision reached by the Medusa
was vetoed by the Dean of Students."
The Medusa seems to me a

responsibility is taken If there
is one thing I have learned this
year, it is thatstudents can make
drastic changes quickly if they
only try. A small amount of initiative can go a long way, but
someone has to begin the process.

ALLOWS. BILL

CULTURAL PIVERSITY AT GALLOWS
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My Strategic Plan
BY DR. D A N

LLOYD

Associate Professor of Philosophy

As Trinity marches boldly into the Future, 1 offer a feW strategic new ideas designed to enhance and position Trinity in a preeminently enhanced position. Submitted for your consideration:
1. Stick to Bricks. The recent $12.7 million legal judgement
against the College has put in question many cherished "bricks
and mortar" projects now in the planning stages, including the
completion of the original 19th-century Burgess master plan for
Trinity—I refer of course to the "Very Long Walk," the tree-lined,
gothically detailed, digitally wired, community sensitive, academically rigorous, architectural corridor stretching from the
Downes Memorial Arch to Medford, Massachusetts. (The plan
ncludes several new dorms and a social center which will not
be called the New Party Barn.) Rather than scrap this bold vision, I suggest that we adopt a simple cost-cutting strategy: Leave
out the mortar. Mortar is always less attractive than the bricks it
sticks to, and it is hard to clean. Without mortar people can rearrange whole buildings .to reflect their needs and moods.
Against this proposal, some may say that since part of the height
nd width of brick walls is mortar, all the new buildings will be
smaller and shorter than planned. But in my opinion most of
the time people spend in buildings is spent either sitting or sleeping or (in the case of social centers) falling down. Five foot ceilings will have no impact on these activities.

2. The Temporal Sites Program. While our "Global Sites" program, enlarges students' geographical and cukural experience,
re#Jfeve commented on its temporal narrowness. Studentsmay
travel far in space, but find themselves still inhabiting the Now,
just like the rest of us stay-at-homes. To overcome temporal provinciality, I propose that Trinity launch a program in Temporal
Sites, in which students engage in intensive study in the remote
past or far future. Examples include:
—The 'Sixties Semester: Students spend a semester wearing
bell-bottoms and paisley, using the word "groovy" a lot, and protesting the War in Viet Nam.
—Serf and Turf Program: A semester of fealty and subsistence
farming on the main quad - what better way to explore the Y1K
problem? Features: rooming with domestic animals; Bubonic
Plague Exploratory Internship; Midterm bath.
—24th Century Perspectives Exchange Program with Star
Fleet Academy: Meet Wesley Crusher, wear your Star Fleet
jammies to class, and catch up on subspace gossip (in Klingon,
of course). The Warp Core Curriculum includes: Space-Time
Management; Ferengi Econometrics; Transporter Maintenance/
Refrigerator Repair; Dilithium Crystal Gazing. Required: Set
Phasers on Stun. 3 TCCCCCJ. A recent survey revealed that 22% of adult
Americans had heard of Trinity College. Yet, 89% had heard of
Bob Hope, the 137 year old comedian (most recently in the news
for entertaining our troops in Dunkirk). Why the disparity? One
obvious reason is that Hope has a staff of joke writers — as many
as a dozen working full time for him. How many joke writers
does Trinity employ? Zero. The Trinity Center for Constructing
Contagious Collegia tejokes will close the gap. The Center will
seek external funds to retain lots and lots of FTEs (Full Titter
Equivalents) to infuse our curriculum with interdisciplinary,
intradisciplinary, and crossdisciplinary one-liners, puns, sarcasm, and irony. We can say to the world, "Take our college —
please."
4. The Trinity Exclamation Initiative! We are very excited (!)
about everything going on here, and yet if you look at Trinity
promotional literature, you find many sentences that end with
simple periods! Can a boring old period convey the inspiration,
the nope, and the potential of these times?! Of course not! With
the help of a grant from an anonymous (!!) donor, we will systematically upgrade our punctuation to reflect our true feelings!
The Exclamation Initiative will also fund pilot programs to explore multiple exclamations (!!!) and their impact on our admissions pool!!!!! And even other kinds of punctuation, like smilies:)
and dotting our i's with little flowers!!!!!!!! (Do not confuse this with
the Trinity Centerfor the Study of Italics.)
In sum, I urge the Trustees, this week's Administration, the PPG,
EPC, SGA, TCAC, CL1, FBI, and CIA to look into these strategic
plans right away, by next week at the latest. Oh, and we'll need a
new slogan too:
Trinity College: Liberal arts... with a difference ...with a difference.
.
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Hate Exists At Trinity
Racial Epithets Highlight Problems
BY JOSH FREEMIRE

Opinion Writer

Recently, I've noticed a storm of controversy surrounding our President,
Evan Dobelle. So, it was with interest
chat I read the letter that he penned and
e-mailed to the entire school. I was curious, I have to admit, whether I would find
evidence supporting the numerous accusations I have heard leveled against
him. I'm troubled to report that indeed I
did.
However, I'm not so sure if I can ascribe
the problems in the letter wholly to our
good president. He would seem to be infected, as many people are these days,
with the ideology of "goodly strength."
He has a good idea, and it is only right to
spread it and enforce it as much as possible. This way, those of our community
that, through ignorance or just plain perversity, refuse to take part, can be forced
to. Thus, through the grace of the
learned, we are saved from ourselves.
The problem is not in this practice in and
of itself. Indeed, many times it is a last
resort that is truly and desperately necessary. The problem lies in the particular application of this ideal: the idea of
tolerance.
A few weeks ago, a woman sitting in

mighty wings of the liberal mind sweeping out of the sky to pluck the filthy miscreants from the earth and crush them
in its frightfully powerful talons. It all
does wonders for the offended amongst
us, makes us feel that justice is on its way
and we shall be oppressed no more. The
Institution is here to crush those who
would crush us. "Even if it is only a
handful of people," continues the liberating Dobelle, "who on occasion behave
in ways we find abhorrent, this is too
many people." Allow me to repeat that
last part in my own words, "we will not
tolerate those who oppose our point of
view, even if they are a minority." Does
anyone else see the contradiction here?
Intolerance will not be tolerated—an absurdity.
Now, as I said in the beginning we can't
fault our president entirely, and 1 firmly
believe tha t this is true. He has fallen victim to a very tempting logical trap; one
that all of us are drawn to when we find
ourselves offended by ignorance. Revenge is a terribly aesthetically pleasing
idea; it's symmetrical and final. We must,
in these very sensitive and terribly important matters, resist its bloodlust. Tolerance cannot be taught by the
intolerant—as so many fliers I have seen
in Mather quote from Ghandi, "an eye for
an eye leaves the whole world blind."

The mighty wings of the liberal mind sweeping out of
the sky to pluck the filthy miscreants from the earth
and crush them in its frightfully powerful talons.
Mather was victimized.by the racial slur
of some other students. A disappointing
state of affairs, in fact, a repulsive state
ot affairs. Racism is certainly inappropriate at an institution such, as Trinity,
and to be slapped in the face this way
must have certainly been shocking to the
victim. 1 would like to apologize to this
woman—as an institution, Trinity failed
to live up to its own rhetoric, and as students those racists failed to live up to a
standard of human decency that we can
all agree is minimal. 1 am sorry Ma'am,
and I hope that this incident never repeats itself.
The problem remains, however, how to
deal with those...students(try as Imight,
1 cannot come up with a more appropriate pronoun that could be printed).
President Dobelle has suggested in his
own rhetoric, some solutions. "Behavior
that is disrespectful or uncivil," he says
"cannot and will not be tolerated at Trinity, and those who engage in such behavior will not do so with impunity. I assure
you, of that." Very strong words. Nothing specific, of course, is promised, but
that is to.be expected. They conjure a
beautiful image for us though—The

' The wings of, the liberal mind must
not leave an ominous shadow when they
pass over the landscape, for if they do
then we find ourselves no better off than
we were cowering under the shadow of
the nightmare it replaced. We, if we are
to be superior human beings, must practice what we preach, and that includes
tolerance even of those we find "abhorrent."
Certainly, none of this is to say that we
should not work to bring those who oppose our point of view around. It is absurd that racism persists at Trinity. I join
the president in his urging as many
people as possible to attend the Town
Hall forum. What I mean to do here is
very specif ic—point out that violence in
any of its forms, even justified vengeance,
is a dangerous animal and should not be
toyed with, Hopefully this Town Hall
will indeed be a productive and engaging conversation. Hopefully, it will not
besimplyaforumfor those who, "see and
abhor the ugliness and wish to eradicate
it." For the desire to eradicate is no better than the desire to alienate that created it. "Hate," as Evan Dobelle says, "has
no place at Trinity College."
. -
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Trinity Takes Wrong Turn
at work churning out more rhetoric
about how great the school has become
Opinion Editor
Dobelle and the administration has forgotten to actually continue making TrinRemember those old car trips with ity a better school. While it's great to
your parents? Those little rides that send out glossy magazines about
brought you through the endless woods Trinity's greatness and continue to proof Vermont or the corn fields of Indiana? duce nifty admissions packets, the numThe hot summer sun beating down on ber of actual moves of the
the car causing your seat to become hu- administration can be counted on the
man flypaper. About eight hours into fingers on one of my hands.
the trip you wonder why the radio staInstead of actually dealing with issues
tion has been stuck on the same station and problems, they have pushed them to
since you left home. Tune after tune, the side or swept them under the carpet.
mile after mile, the songs of different sta- The Reading Week debate is a prime extions on the same frequency blend into ample of this policy of non-action. Last
the malaise of the scenery that flies by semester there was a great deal of discusthe window. The car is moving, but it sion about whether or not these two
never really seems to get anywhere.
week breaks were still needed. Instead of
You stay seated because you know that making a decisive recondition to the
ride will end, the yellow of the Indiana board of trusties, but the administration
corn fields will eventually give way to and trusties simply chose to make the
brown and green hills of Ohio. You decision at a later date.
know, without equivocation/that the car
Worse than not taking any action,
is pointed in a specific direction with a Trinity's administration and president
coherent end in sight, and a means to get have made several poor judgments durthere. In the past Trinity was on that pro- ing this semester. Accentual for acaverbial car trip, however, it lacked any demic improvement as well as "raising
sort of direction or ends. A few years ago of the bar" there is a need for a strong and
when Even Dobelle took over the presi- independent faculty. Improving acadency, Trinity was supposedly given the demics should be left to experts, the facdirection that the institution sorely ulty, right? Or does that make way too
lacked. For a time it looked as through much sense? The bar won't be raised
the great starship called Trinity was fi- over night, rather it will be a long term
nally emerging form the woods of Ver- endeavor, which may take up to several
mont or the ubiquitous corn fields of years. However, before anything can be
Indiana.
done a unified vision, or philosophy, of
In 1997 Trinity was on the rise, it was what needs to get done, and how to do it,
garnering national acclaim and emerg- must be established. Thus, continuity of
ing from it's image as a second tier current tenure track and tenured faculty,
NESCA school. Time Magazine had been in addition to the Dean of Faculty is
named Trinity runner up to college of needed. The "retirement" of Dean
the year, Trinity had begun to receive Raymond Baker throws a monkey
national recognition for the Learning: wrench in any sort of continuity that
Corridor, and there seemed to be grow- was being created. This situation would
ing interest in the school outside the con- not be worthy of mention if former Dean
fines of Connecticut and Massachusetts. Baker's "retirement" was not allegedly
Dobelle was hailed as a conquering hero, influence by President Dobelle. Why
and rightfully so, he had transformed the would Dobelle, the president of this colschool. The most stunning in the trans- lege, want to undermine faculty leaderformation was the infusion of excite- ship and continuity if those are two
ment and change into a institution that essential ingredients to helping Trinity
had always seemed content with its grow and prosper? Excessive microsleepy place in the American college management will only be counter proscene. Unfortunately, most of the eupho- ductive.
ria and excitement that once surrounded
If Trinity is to approach the brave new
this campus has been drained away by world of academic integrity it will have
inaction and a number of poorly timed abandon many poor habits and stupid
decisions.
policies. Instead of simply putting imLike being stuck behind a slow mov- portant issues on the shelf, or making
ing trailer from Wisconsin, Trinity has a meaningless cosmetic change, Trinlost all of the momentum that it slowly ity must address academic concerns
head-on. Furthermore, it is important
built up over the last few years.
Inaction is one of main the culprits that President Dobelle keep his focus
that has led Trinity back to its wayward on not only fund raising, but the alpath. No movement or institution can most 2,000 students that attend Trinsit back on its laurels and look fondly ity. This school is not solely about
back on its accomplishments, especially sponsoring tennis tournaments, powhen the job is far from being com- litical debates, and a halfway house
pleted. While Trinity's image mill is hard for deans.
BY ANDREW WEISS

Fire: (verb) 1. To dismiss from a job. 2. To graphs, movies, etc., intended to arouse
drive out or away by or as if by fire.
sexual excitement, especially such materiPower Play: (noun) A maneuver, as in busi- als considered as having little or no artistic
ness, in which advantage is sought through merit. 2. Another term for the work of perthe use of power or influence.
formance artist Annie Sprinkle.
By Paige McGinley
Neighborhood Revitalization: (noun) An
Censor (noun) One who supervises conOpinion Writer
initiative designed to enhance the 15-square- duct and morals as an official who examines
block-area adjacent to the Trini ty College, Inc. material such as publications for objectionI've been feeling impotent lately, perhaps even a bit powerless. The circumstances of life campus.
able manner
are just keeping me down, I, of course, attribute lack of success to the repressiveness of instiGentrification: (noun) The upgrading of
Power: (noun) The possession of comtutions. But then I ask myself: just what does that mean? What I need in my life right now is rundown urban neighborhoods by affluent mand or control over others; authority: power
objective definition, not another subjective opinion article bitching about Trinity. So here are people who buy and renovate the properties, over people's minds.
some totally objective definitions that I thought might help us all understand Trinity a little thereby causing displacement of the resident
Student Services: (noun) A Trinity College,
bit better.
poor.
Inc. organization responsible for the well beRemember,..this is not ray opinion.
Tokenism (noun) The practice or policy ing and discipline of students.
, This is from the dictionary.
college courses providing general knowledge of making no more than a minimal effort to
Big Brother, (noun) 1. The epithet of a dicTrinity College (noun) l."A community and comprising the arts.humanities, natural offer opportunities to minorities equal to tator in George Orwell's novel 1984. .2. The
head of. a regime that keeps its citizens ununited in a quest for excellence in liberal arts sciences; and social sciences: Trinity College those of the majority.
education." 2. Anatnorphous institution con- isacommunityunitedinaquestjor excellence ••• Powet(noun) Political ascendancy or con- der close surveillance.
trol in the government of'a country, state, etc.
Power (noun) Delegated authority.
sisting primarily of administrators (stu- in liberal arts education.
Corporation: (noun) An association of in- The powers of the presidej^C- >
Student Government Association: (noun)
dents, faculty, -staff, and community
Performance Artist (noun) One who en- Organization that, according to the Trinity
members are also considered part of "Trin- dividuals, created by law and having an existence apart from that of its members as well gages jn the practice of making performance College, Inc. handbook, shall be regarded as
ity College" when convenient),.
; Institution; (noun) 1, An organization or as distinct and inherent powers: For example; art... Annie Sprinkleis a well knowri'perfor- the absolute authority concerning student
-•
, ..,...•„.,'-:
life
establishment. 2. A place for the care and if Trinity College (see above) were to become a m a n c e a r t i s t , - : • • > • •
corporation, it would henceforth be known 'as '•' Pornography: (noun) l.Writings, photoconfinement of people, as mental patients.
Student Power: (noun) Oxymoron.
Institutionalize: (verb) To place or confine Trinity College, Inc.
Well, I certainly feel a lot better now! You know, sometimes if you just define those terms
in an institution: the dangerojinstitutionalPower: (noun) Strength, might.
that are floating around in daily conversation, welL.the situation just becomes a lot clearer,
izing education.
Step Down: (verb) To relinquish one's au- doesn't it? Special thanks to the Trinity College, Inc. Student Handbook and Webster's ColPower: (noun) Ability to do or act.
thority or control; resign: At Trinity College, lege Dictionary. And oh, by the way, don't forget that this was an objective article. Don't tell
Liberal Arts Education: (noun) Academic Inc., Dean Baker willingly chose to step down. the Opinion Editors! Thanks.

The Trinity Dictionary

Trinity Tripod Press, Co.
First annual edition
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Weiss mis Wrong

Thank You, Dr. Armageddon
To the Editor:

Mr. Andrew Weiss, opinion editor of The Trinity Tripod, is correct
in his February 2,1999 Tripod editorial. Trinity has nothing to hide.
However as a member of the
College's administration for the
last 9 years and as the College's
chief liaison with the neighborhood and City, 1 take serious issue
with the rest of his piece. Mr.
Weiss not only misrepresented
the intentions and record of the
Office of Community and Institutional Relations but, worse yet
unfairly created the impression
that Trinity's neighbors do not
share an enormous amount of
credit for the transformation taking place beyond Trinity's campus.

\

Had Mr. Weiss taken the time to
contact the Office of Community
& Institutional Relations, he
would have learned that in the
Summer of 1997 leaders and residents in our neighborhoods took
the initiative to organize the "Inter-Neighborhood Collaborative"
(INC). INC formed a steering
committee which had representatives from various neighborhoods and merchant associations.
The steering committee, composed of over 50 residents, worked
with Ken Greenberg from Urban
Strategies to develop the strategic
plan which Mr. Weiss claims was
"dropped" on the community.
Had Mr. Weiss attended the
event on January 27th sponsored
by INC and the Southside Institutions Neighborhood Alliance, he
would have had the opportunity
to see first-hand the amount of
neighborhood involvement in the

4 k

prove the commumtyTuver
neighborhood residents, local
merchants, political leaders, faculty, and students attended this
outstanding event. Since Mr.
Weiss obviously missed the event,
he could have read the complimentary Tripod article that appeared in the very same edition in
which he criticized the amount of
involvement by the neighborhood.
Mr. Weiss further asserts that
students and faculty are in the
dark about the details regarding
the Learning Corridor. Over the
last 2 years our office has hosted
numerous campus sessions regarding the progress of the Learning Corridor. Our efforts have
included alumni events, class presentations, faculty meetings, publications,
and
informal
discussions with various interest
groups. The Office of Marketing
and Public Relations has periodically issued updates via
quickposts and press releases. In
addition, faculty members and
students have been involved in
the planning for the schools at the
Learning Corridor.
In the next several weeks we
will be hosting a faculty update
and a student informational session. Mr. Weiss, you are welcome
to attend, and we hope you will.
And if, at any time, you have questions about progress on the Learning Corridor or take issue with
anything relating to the College's
initiatives i n - a n d with—the
community, please feel free to call
me or anyone in OCIR. I especially
invite and urge you to do so the
next time you are inclined to
• write an opinion piece on the subjectSincerely,
Eddie A. Perez
Associate Vice President of Community and Government Relations

Gallows'Defense
To the Editor:

To the Editor:
was neither humorous nor entertaining. I commend you, Dr. Armageddon, for offering relatively
witty and informative advice.
Perhaps some will criticize you
for flaunting your brilliance and
exclaim, "What superbity!" But
let me allay your fears, this is not
the only opinion of you at Trinity. In fact many individuals appreciate your dedication and
integrity. Rather than maintaining mediocrity you have begun to
improve The Tripod.
It is only natural for those who

In addressing the two letters to
the editor that appeared in the
January 26,1999 issue of The Tripod "Students Protest Gallows'
Changes" at Gallows Hill Bookstore is italicized by inaccuracy
and insubstantial information.
It is not true that "entire sections of books" have been removed at the bookstore. It is true,
though, that the "Outpost of Culture" section, that once flanked
the cafe tables in the bookstore,
was removed, and the books were
shelved in their appropriate sections so that customers (students
and faculty alike) could actually
locate them more easily: Noam
Chomsky's work is now in Political Science; Kathy Acker, Charles
Bukowski,
and
William
Burroughs are now in Literature.
Books that either did not sell or
that debased women, such as the
box of Godiva chocolates I have are accustomed to drinking Bud
pictorial biography of ex-porn
sent to his home, please forward Light or the Beast to reject the
star Annie Sprinkle, were retaste of Dom Perignon or
the following statement to him:
moved for the purpose of being
Edradour Scotch. Taste buds have
returned to the publisher. As
the potential to mature, as do inDear Dr. Armageddon,
manager and buyer for Gallows
dividuals.
Hill Bookstore, I attempt to offer
I am looking forward to your
Prior to your column my intelthe highest quality selection of
ligence was insulted weekly by future advice.
books from independent, trade,
the sexual" exploits that were
small, and university presses—ofprinted in Around Trinity Was Sincerely,
ten these are titles not found in
there a point to this reporting? It Melissa Malone '99
most bookstores.
If anyone is interested in "Outpost Culture," as well as speaking
about some of the actual changes
I have precipitated, you should
To the Editor:
for Othello. But this is a false de- look on the cafe counter where
bate. Its not a question of Othello there are now new and recent
Banning books at Trinity? Say vs. Sprinkle. Its a question of titles, instead of condiments, that
it isn't so! I have followed the Gal- Othello and Sprinkle (just think: are now located next to the food
lows Hill debacle with dismay: two such texts housed together in the cafe. One will find that the
some of our most intellectually might move a student to write a books 1 have displayed there
engaged students no longer hang- paper titled: "Annie and would be and often classified as
frig out; rh'e CSutpost Culture 'Sets-'" t J e ^ ^ r t e r i * WhttfTftef Wbtft- -wi*fce* unusual ox unjjqwe, find
"hard to find."
tion of "edgy" books replaced by Do for Love").
Also, if anyone interested in
colorful travel vistas destined for
On a serious note (and I am secoffee tables everywhere. rious about this), the banning of "Outpost Culture," the entire camSomething's clearly arniss.
the Sprinkle book should not be pus should be aware of the readMore than amiss, as it turns tolerated in an academic commu- ing series that I have booked for
out. Remarks made by the new nity. Art sometimes disturbs, and the spring. The recognized novGallows Hill manager at a recent some art pushes us in ways we re- elists and poets who will be visitpublic forum have deepened my sist being pushed. Such art shakes ing Trinity College campus are
dismay. It's all about Annie out the cobwebs, sparks new certainly emblematic of an indiSprinkle, of course — the contro- ideas, poses new questions, issues vidual mythological struggle in
versial ex porn star turned femij challenges to our collective surviving in a society that gives
nist performance artist whose creativities. Surely such art has a nearly no support to those who
book Post Porn Modernism "of- place in an intellectual setting. genuinely practice the aesthetic
fended" the new manager with its The students present at the meet- discipline of writing certainly a
"graphic" images. Sprinkle's blur- ing heatedly argued for the value vision that differs from the norm,
ring of art and pornography has of subversive art and vehemently and one in which the inflection
captured the attention of artists decried the censoring of an artist.
and academics alike (I know of Sprinkle has done her job. Let her
two of my colleagues who have keep doing it. Put the book back
taken students on field trips to see on the shelves.
To the Editor:
Sprinkle perform; and performance theorists are having a field Sincerely,
Prof. Borden Painter's piece in
day of their own in the profes- Katharine Power
sional journals). The reason for Associate Professor of Theater the February 2 issue of The Tripod was particularly good bethe book's removal? To make way and Dance
cause as a history prof he was
I would like to thank Dr. Armageddon for postponing his research opportunity at the
Sorbonne to continue answering
questions from the Trinity community. After reading one of last
week's letters to the editor it has
come'to my attention that Dr. Armageddon may be questioning if
he can ever help the ignorant individuals that walk the paths on
our campus. To quell his feelings
of insecurity, in addition to the

Bring Back The Books

possesses political, social, psychological, and spiritual resonance.
In other bookstores that! have
managed, in the AmherstNorthampton area, I have found
that "regional" or "local history"
sections were in demand because
of an interest in "sense of place." I
have begun to create such a section where "Outpost of Culture"
had been.
Of the changes mentioned in
"Letters to the Editor," none recount the front window display,
where none had been previously;
the selection of academic and literary "remainders," or sale books,
that are now on display near the
front of the store, at rather low
prices; the wider selection of recent titles reviewed in a variety of
periodicals such as The American
Poetry Review, The Boston Booh
Review, The Small Press Review,
and The New York Times Books
Review, and The Prominent.
The mention of removing the
couches at Gallows Hill Bookstore
as well as the accusation of not allowing customers the use of their
travel mugs are fallacious and unsubstantiated. Someone may
have though of asking whether
this were true or not before committing themselves to print.
In the four months that I have
been at my current position, 1
have not quite had time yet to
complete various projects 1 have
in mind. I have been a bookseller
and a bookstore manager in some
of the most prestigious shops in
New England for the last twentyfive years, and the "actual" and
"tacit" changes 1 intend to precipitate are meant to be productive
ones.
1 also am quite approachable
and often listen to and am open
to suggestions as well as constructive criticism, especially when its
delivery is marked by common
courtesy.
I welcome everyone on Trinity
College Campus to enjoy a cup of
coffee, become involved in an intellectual conversation, listen to
live literature as a visiting poet
reads here work, and to read a
book...All on the. couches that 1
never had plans of removing.
Sincerely,
Wally Swist, Manager
Gallows Hill Bookstore

All The Perspectives Are Needed
cities, including little Coventry
which was wiped out along with
its 14th century Benedictine Abbey. 1 knew a US navigator with
the 8th in a B-17 on the Dresden
raid—a fairly thoughtful room-

Student Voting Apathy
To the Editor
In last week's front page news
story "New SG A Officers Elected"
Student Activities Coordinator
Beth Egan said that having 210
people vote in the SGA election
was a good turnout. Well, I like
Beth a lot, but 210 people is not a
good turnout. In fact, having
slightly more than 20 percent of

the campus vote in a school wide
election should be considered
embarrassing. In a campus
that is rife with controversy and
differing opinions, 1 would hope
that at least 1210 people would
turnout to elect the people that
represent the student body.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Prosnit '01

writing as an objective reporter,
taking no sides, describing how
history gets "often in the news."
Among several examples, he
cites on where a proposed statue
of Sir Arthur "Bomber" Harris,
commander of theRAFlatein the
war, met a storm of protest for his
"Indiscriminate" bombing of the
• German citizens, particularly the
Dresden raid in February, 1945.
"The other side" might be looked
at.
That fiery RAF raid on the
night of February 13 set the city
ablaze. The US Air Force the next
day completed the devastation
with a daytime raid. Those raids
came in the wake of hundreds of
"indiscriminate" raids of British

mate of mine at Harvard (before I
went to Trinity postwar) who said
he was shocked, but offered no regret when he heard that 30,000
Germans (Nazis) were killed in
the two raids.
War is hell, Professor Painter.
Just so you know where I am
coming from, I flew 70 dive
bomber missions in a P-47 Thunderbolt in Europe in 1944-45 and
subscribe to the theory voiced by
many military historians of WW
II that allied air power won the
war and without it, we'd have
been fighting another couple of
years.
•
Sincerely,
Lewis S.Dabney'44
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Jesse Jackson Addresses Trinity Community
continued from page one
ward behavior, saying "All have
as an example, Jackson la- sinned, just put all of life's stuff
mented the conditions in the into perspective." He sees today
three poorest cities of the as, morally speaking, the high
wealthiest state per capita, point in American public
Bridgeport, Hartford and New policy, "Slavery was the lowest
Haven. He announced that moral state. Today more people
sending a child to jail is more have more potential under the
costly than sending a child to law than ever before."
Jackson also condemned the
school and mourned the naright,
stating
tional standard of first class jails religious
and second class schools in ru- that,"We've already put Newt
ral and urban areas. He dared Gingrich on the midnight train
our generation to change the to Georgia and we are trying to
current course of events, "Lift send Trent Lott back to private
them up, don't lock them away." life."
In Jackson's closing remarks
Many common misconceptions about poverty in America he described character as how
were quickly dispelled, "Most one responds to a situation.
poor folks work everyday," said Skin color and culture do not
Jackson. "They are not on wel- make up character, Jackson exfare... But when they get sick plains, character is intentionthey can't afford health care... 50 ally sought out by an individual
million Americans do not have who understands that "the core
of character is caring."
health insurance,"
The lecture concluded with a
Challenging the student
body to face the issues of our small group of activists chantdayjackson called for a fight for ing with Jackson, "Keep hope
multi-cultural education. "It is alive" and a group prayer led by
activism. Education at its best the reverend. After the prayer
is preparation to cope with and Jackson announced, "I vote
interpret life's circumstances. wherever I live and I live wherYou cannot eliminate folks be- ever I slept for the last 2 or 3
nights. Register to vote where
cause you don't like them."
Jackson believes that Clinton you live." Jackson persuaded
won the election because he was over 200 members of the audiwilling to cope with the multi- ence, who were not registered to
cultural American population. vote in the state of Connecticut
However, Jackson was quick to to go up to the front where voter
add that what is happening registration forms were pro^
with Clinton is not a definition vided, and join the American
of American morality. Jackson body politic.
The reaction to Jackson's
is forgiving of Clinton's way-

Jordan Mourns
Death of King
Hussein
AMMAN,JORDAN (CNN)Jordan's King Hussein died
Sunday of heart failure, following a'seven year battle with
non-Hodgkins lymphoma.
Abdullah 11, son of King
Hussein, was proclaimed King
in a ceremony taking place
hours after his father's death.
King Hussein's fourth son,
Hamza, was named crown
Prince later that day. During
the official swearing in ceremony, King Abdullah II
vowed his committment to the
constitution of Jordan, and individually greeted the parliament and cabinet.
Abdullah was named regent
to his father when Jordan's parliament decided that Hussein
was no longer fit to rule. In
preparation for his ascendancy
to the kingship, Abdullah was
appointed crown prince by
Hussein, replacing his uncle
Hasan.
Hussein returned to Jordan
Friday, following a falied bone
marrow transplant in the US.
The king was unconscious and
needed the assistance of a respirator to breathe. Jordanian
officials report that Hussein
never regained consciousness,
and was taken off the respirator only after brain activity
and breathing had ceased.
Jordanians began grieving
Hussein's declining health in
the days preceeding his death.
Their leader for almost fifty
years, Hussein had developed a
close relationship with his
people. In a televised address
after his father's death, King
Abdullah told the nation "Today yoc. ': ce my brothers and
sisters and you are dear to me.

'. • ',"•:

speech was positive. Megan
Fowler '99, Student Government Association Vice-President said, "It was the best speech
I've heard since Maya Angelou.
The Reverertd was powerful
and inspiring. He's exactly the
type of speaker this school and
this generation need."
Vice-President of the
Multicultural Affairs, J. Russell
Fugett '01, was pleased with the
turn out which was "About
what 1 had expected." For some
it was their first experience
with Jackson and his approach
licit affair with Lewinsky, but

. We will preserve the course that
Hussein set"......

Jesse Jackson greets a welcoming crowd of Trinity students and local
residents in the Oosting Gymnasium

,; denied breaking the law trying

Impeachment
Trfa! Draws To a
Close
WASHINGTON, DC (CNN)President Clinton's impeachment trial is quickly coming to
an end as the House prosecution and the White House defense team offered their final
arguments on Monday and debated over whether Clinton
should be removed from office
for high crimes and misdemeanors.
House prosecutors, who acknowledge that they will not
likely convince the Senate to
throw Clinton out of office, argued that Clinton shows no remorse and should not get away
with his offenses.
"We all know the President's
behavior has been reprehensible," Rep. Steve Chabot (ROhio) told the senators.
"President Clinton, however, refuses to admit what all of us
know is true. To this day, he continues to deny and distort. He
continues to dispute the undeniable facts that are before the
Senate and before theAmerican
people."
But Clinton's lawyer countered their argument stating
that the President's misdeeds do
not rise to the level of "high
crimes and misdemeanors"
which is the standard for impeachment.
White House Counsel
Charles Ruff attempted to refute the managers' interpretation of facts and used excerpts
from Monica Lewinsky's videotape deposition to argue that
Clinton did not commit perjury
and obstruction of justice.
Clinton has admitted to an il ,

to conceal their relationship.
The managers' three hours of
closing arguments were begun
by Rep. James Sensenbrenner
(R-WI), who told the Senate
that after everything they have
heard, "the truth is still the truth
and a lie is still a lie."
"Senators, don't be fooled by
the president's excuses and spin
control,"
Sensenbrenner
pleaded. "The facts and the evidence clearly show that he

knew what he was doing was to
deceive everyone, including the
grand jury. He and his defenders are still in denial. They will
not accept the consequence of
his repeated and criminal attempts to defeat the judicial
process."
After arguing the case for impeachment for about 60 minutes, the prosecution reserved
its the remainder of its time and
the White House team began.
The President's council, led by
Ruff, argued nearly two hours
and concluded stating, "Our last
words to you, which are the
words I began with: William
Jefferson Clinton is not guilty of
the charges that have been
brought against him, he did not
commit perjury, he did commit
obstruction of justice, he must
not be removed from office."
The 100-member Senate
lacks the two-thirds majority
needed to convict Clinton and
remove him from office, and

to politics.
Fatou-Maty Diouf '02, said, "I
was very pleasantly surprised.
I thought that he would predominantly deal with the black
movement, but he indicated the
gay rights movement. People
forget a lot, that everything is
connected to one another."
Jackson spoke at two engagements prior to the event at
Ferris. He spoke to the Umoja
house where a diverse group of
students gathered to hear him
speak. "I'm not excited at all,"
said Davina Coard '02, "I want

to know why people listen to
him. I don't agree with a lot of
things he has to say, but I do
think he's a good motivational
speaker. If it was Martin Luther
King, I'd have positive things to
say, but I'm glad that he's bringing people together."
Jackson also spoke at Hamlin
Hall to a gathering of faculty
and community leaders. He
discussed the need for equal opportunity access to capital and
summarized by saying, "It's a
long way from the back of the
bus to Wall Street."

senators-are now preparing.a Kosovo
strict censure m o t i o n that
would condemn the President Negotiations
for his affair with Lewinsky and Threatened
his attempts to conceal it.
Demands
The Senate begins deliberations today, with the vote on the
RAMBOUILLET, France
two articles of impeachment
(CNN) - As the Kosovo peace
expected Thursday or Friday.
talks enter their third full day,
Pope Advocates each side has presented demands concerning substantial
Parenthood for
changes in their basic prinYoung Catholics ciples in the dispute over the
troubled Serbian province.
VATICAN CITY (CNN)Negotiations between the
Speaking on Sunday from St. parties began Saturday, alPeter's Square, Pope John Paul II though the two sides have yet to
urged couples to consider par- meet face to face. Mediators, led
enthood more seriously. The by U.S. envoy Christopher Hill,
address was part of the Italian Austrian Wolfgang Petritsch
Catholic Church's celebration and Russian diplomat Boris
of the "Day.of Life."
Mayorski, have been meeting
Statistics indicate that Italy with the delegates of each side
has one of the world's lowest separately. This arrangement
birth rates, with each woman of resulted in both sides accepting
child-hearing age having just 10 basic principles drawn up by
one child. The Pope blamed the the six-nation Contact Group
low birth rate on the selfishness on the Balkans.
Monday's talks were intended
of married couples, as well as on
a lack of government assistance. to focus on the details of that
Inadequate housing, limited agreement, which called for
jobs, and absence of tax breaks limited autonomy for the emfor families were just some of battled province — whose
the targets of the Pope's mes- population is 90 percent ethnic
Albanian, while keeping it part
sage.
PopeJohn Paul welcomed the of Serbia for at least a three-year
coming of the new milennium, period.
However, both sides started
hoping that it would inspire
more couples to embrace the Monday's talks by pressing their
"great vocation of fatherhood own demands. Ethnic Albaand motherhood." John Paul nians said they wanted a formal
also urged government officials cease-fire in the region, while
to create an environment "more the Serbs called on the Albafavorable" to the bearing of chil- nians to pledge to keep
Yugoslavia's borders undren.
The Pope also spoke against changed.
The two sides were forced to
the issue of human cloning, also
recently denounced by a group the negotiating table by threats
of Rome university professors. of NATO military action if they
The Catholic Church maintains do not end the escalating viothat sex between a married lence that began last February
couple is the only moral means when Serb police cracked down
on ethnic Albanian separatists.
of procreation.
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Members of Faculty Protest Jackson's Visit
BY RENAY SMALLCOMB
5

News Editor

On Monday evening, while
the Trinity College community
welcomed Reverend Jesse Jackson, several members of the faculty choose not to attend in
protest of the dismissal of
former Dean of Students
Raymond Baker.
Reverend Jackson's appearance, sponsored by the
President's Office in conjunction with Imani and the MultiCultural Affairs Committee, is
one of several events which certain members of the faculty, including Professors Dario
Euraque, Cheryl Greenberg, and
Maurice Wade have declined to
attend.
Dario Euraque, Associate Professor of History, attributed his
decision to not attend Jackson's
appearance as "part of a general
protest against the use of minority star personalities, in this
case a political figure, to ground
a rhetoric that, as I see it, is not
taking place."
Addressing the role of President Dobelle in the protest,
Euraque stated, "A number of
minority faculty, myself included, have been very supportive of (President Dobelle's)
initiatives. But we feel that be-

ing present at such an event is
Associate Professor of His- given the unwarranted, unjusallowing ourselves to being tory Cheryl Greenberg, explain- tified change in the leadership
used as coloring on the cake. To ing her decision not to attend, of the faculty, it is necessary for
be present at something like stated: "There is a perception us to limit ourselves to our
this is to associate oneself with that although there is a com- scholarship and teaching."
an effort that is more rhetorical mitment to the image of diverWade also addressed conthan substantial."
sity, Dean Baker was committed cerns that such action is inapWade also expressed con- to making the image a reality. propriate, "The decision to step
cerns about being used as a "to- To attend the Jesse Jackson back from anything beyond
ken" by the administration event would suggest that 1 sup- normal service is seen by some
stating, "I do not want to be used
as a grand scale utility for the
"We feel that being present at such an event
college to use as it pleases."
is allowing ourselves to be used as coloring
Explaining the sudden withon
the cake." -Dario Euraque
drawal from committees and
events, Euraque stated, "I have
resigned from many things be- port these means of creating a as throwing a tantrum, but we
cause of the way the previous meaningfully diverse campus." are maintaining our dignity
Dean of Faulty was fired, and it
Greenberg added, "We are through these actions. I don't
would be hypocritical to attend choosing not to attend under like feeling like I am captive to
a college-sponsored event."
these circumstances, as if every- the President's agenda. And I do
When questioned why a thing is okay. I do not want to not like the assumption that
more active form of protest was be used as evidence that every- because I support the president,
I have to play his game."
not considered, Euraque stated thing is alright."
that he and the other absent facWade does not feel that the
The absence of these faculty
ulty members did not feel it members from events such as withdrawal of minority faculty
would have been appropriate to Jesse Jackson's' appearance is members from events and comactively protest an event spon- also accompanied by their mittees is likely to be noted,
sored by the President's Office. withdrawal from certain fac- stating: "I do not believe our ab"If we were given the opportu- ulty committees. Professor of sence from such events is likely
nity to speak to Jesse Jackson Philosophy Maurice Wade, for to have any effect on the adminprivately, I would absolutely tell example, has resigned from the istration. When the college
him what the state of things are Faculty Advisory Board for the takes photographs and tries to
at Trinity, and let him know Assistant Dean of Multi-Cul- find a diverse picture to place in
that the image of Trinity he is tural Affairs and the search a publication, they may have a
being shown is not necessarily committee for a Dean of Multi- harder time. But beyond that, I
accurate. It would not be appro- Cultural Affairs. Wade ex- do not expect any repercuspriate to act unless it were on plained, "A number of people sions."
our terms."
have taken the position that
Euraque also agreed their

Gallows Conference First
Step in Continuing Dialogue

lack of participation would
have little, if any effect, stating:
"I don't think I'll be missed. One
of the things I've come to conclude is that the in the context
of this institution minority faculty members are not very important. The tragic part is that
many minority faculty members have been supportive of the
president's initiatives. But that
does not mean we will not stand
up and maintain our integrity."
Euraque also cautioned, "1
think that minority students
and faculty should think twice
the extent to which attending
these events displaces more
substantial engagements with
diversity."
J. Russell Fugett 01, VicePresident of the Multi-Cultural
Affairs Committee, stated, "I
support the faculty who are attending, as well as those who
aren't. I see where they are coming from." However, he added
"there are faculty members who
have responded by being reactionary, and not pro-reactionary. 1 personally feel the best
wayto affect change is to be active."
Fugett concluded by stating,
"I respect all the minority faculty members at Trinity College. It is unfortunate that the
school has made them feel this
way."

On The Beat
The Price of Vanity
Sometime before 3:30 PM on February 4, a license plate was
removed from the rear of a vehicle parked behind 104 Vernon
Street. The plate, a vanity plate which read "Omega" has not
been found, and currently there are no suspects.

Royal Rumble at the Party Barn
On Friday February 5, two students were involved in an altercation at the Vernon Social Center. A fist-fight ensued, one
student being punched while inside the building, and another
student being punched outside around 1:20 AM. Both students,
were taken to Hartford Hospital for treatment. Campus Safety
and the Dean of Students Office are investigating, and most of
the students involved have been identified.

Burning Down the House
Patrons enjoy coffee in the Gallows Hill Bookstore

continued from page one
ing thumbed through, but they
were not selling." Gal also
stressed that the scale of the
store necessitates selection and
limitation. Gallows only "carries 13,000 titles," Gal said, and
"it is hard, to create sections in a
limited space."
In place of the Outpost Culture section, Swist created a
travel section, and included
books that highlighted Hartford. Swist admits that he
"didn't realize the attachments"
that had formed between students and the Outpost Culture
section. Swist also stated that he
employed his experience when
making the choice, and that he
"didn't think that Trinity students and faculty were that different from students and
faculty at" Smith, Amherst, and
UMASS, campuses where he
had previously been employed.
Since the forum, Swist has taken
action to revive the Outpost

ANDYSHEPARD

Culture section.
tude" he found at Gallows.
The workers were alienated
Students and faculty alike
have also expressed concerns because they felt that they were
about the change in the atmo- not included in dialogue, nor
were they informed of changes.
sphere at Gallows.
The transformation began Jocelyn Schneider, a Gallows
when the management imple- employee for over three years,
mented new policies, such as remarked, "It's a tragedy that
requiring the staff to wear name nine individuals left of their
tags, and prohibiting the work- own accord...Its too bad more
ers from doing homework dur- people aren't taking notice."
ing slower hours. It has been
The open forum was the first
reported that patrons were no step in what Brown-Carthen
longer allowed to use travel hopes will be a "continuing diamugs for coffee, and that the logue." As chair of the bookstore
couches were to be removed, committee, a panel of faculty,
however Swist and Brown- administration and the Barnes
Carthen maintain that those re- & Noble managers that oversees
ports were false.
bookstore operation, BrownThe negative change in atmo- Carthen intends to discuss the
sphere was exasperated by the issue. She also intends to proresignation of the nine student pose that the committee be
workers. The staff was alienated broadened to include more stuby what Brown-Carthen ob- dents. Currently there is one
served to be a "break down of student, an SGA representative,
communication" on both sides. sitting on the panel. The comSwist was disappointed with mittee will meet to discuss Galthe "lax controls" and the "atti- lows Hill before Reading Week.

• Jones dormitory was evacuated on the night of February 5
after a chair in room 101 caught fire. Campus Safety removed
and neutralized the source of the fire. After an investigation,
the Fire Marshall determined the cause to be a burning ember
left in the chair after careless smoking;

Frat Fight
At 3:00 AM on Saturday, February 6, the Pike fraternity house
was the sight of an altercation be tween a Pike member and nonPike visitors to the house who reportedly did not want to leave.
The Pike member was struck with a broom handle and declined
medical attention. The incident has been referred to the Dean
of Students Off ice.
Dear Members of the Trinity Community,
The Brotherhood of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity
would like to issue a formal statement regarding its social activity over the coming months. As some of you may already be
aware, we have been placed on social probation until April 1st,
and we intend to uphold the decision of the school. We ask that
no one anticipate any social activities.at AD between now and
the aforementioned date. After April 1st, we will once again be
able to entertain guests in accordance with regulations set by
the administration. Until that time however, we must make it
clear that the house will not be hosting any social events. Thank
you for your patience.
Sincerely,
.
The Brotherhood of the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity
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Brown Discusses New Role
as Interim Dean Of Faculty
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Jury Awards
Convict $2 mil

tified officers joined in punching and kicking him. He accused another officer, Noel
Brown, of failing to intervene.

(The Hartford Courant)Kevin King, who is serving a life
sentence with no chance of parole, was awarded $2.07 million Ethics Bill
received
a
lot
of
encouragement
will help the college be recogBY RENAY SMALLCOMB
nized as the first-rate academic and support from the faculty by a federal jury who deter- Debated! in GT
News Editor
and administration, and that mined that his civil rights were
institution that it is."
(The Hartford Courant)- At a
Discussing what qualities he has made the transition easier violated when he was beaten up
Trinity College began its feels will aid him in his new than it might have been. So, I'm by prison guards following an meeting Friday, the State Ethics
spring semester with the ap- position as Dean of Faculty, having to learn a lot of new escape attempt in which he Commission backed away from
pointment of a new interim Brown stated, "I've been on the things while at the same time beat and stabbed a female a ruling that would have prohibited Connecticut lawmakers
Dean of Faculty, Professor W. faculty a long time. I know a lot jumping in quickly to work on guard.
projects and committees I am
Attorney General Richard
Miller Brown of the Philosophy
already familiar with. I'm findDepartment. Brown replaced
ing it very interesting and chalRaymond Baker, who had held
lenging."
the position for the last twoand-a-half years.
The length of Brown's term as
Dean of Faculty depends upon
Brown defined the duties of
on the progress of the search for
the Dean of Faculty as "chief
the next permanent Dean of
academic officer, overseeing acFaculty, which has not yet be- Blumenthal said that if an ap- from taking jobs with Kraft or
tivities and development, and
gun. Brown confirmed that he peal isn't granted, the state the team for one year after leavworking with faculty in departis interested in the position per- would insist the inmate reim- ing office. Then, as an alternaments and programs."
manently.
burse Connecticut the cost of tive, it proposed a second bill to
Brown also added, "I think the
Professor Helen Lang, Chair his incarceration. He said the ban lawmakers who voted at a
Dean has to represent all the
of the Philosophy Department state is also poised to demand Dec. 15 special session on the
faculty and seek to encourage
commented, "Miller Brown is a that King rebate workers' com- Patriots deal from going to work
the many programs and intervery intelligent man, with a lot pensation costs stemming from for Kraft for two years, but legests of the faculty. The College
ANDYSHEPARD
of energy. He has been at Trin- his 1996 attack on correction islative leaders immediately deis undergoing many changes
nounced the second proposal.
ity for 25 years and has experi- officer ElizabethJannetty.
with President Dobelle, and I see W. Miller Brown
ence
on
every
major
faculty
In
May
1996,
King
was
conmy job as supporting the inter- about the way the college works
Representative Alex Knopp,
nal changes initiated by the fac- and I feel I could help it become committee. He has high stan- victed in the 1992 rape and D-Norwalk, a reform advocate
ulty as well as supporting the academically an even better dards of excellence for himself murder of Patricia Urbanski, 15, and co- chairman of a legislaand others, and I believe all of New Britain.
Jacob tive committee that oversees
changes that President Dobelle place."
is supporting externally in relaThough Brown's current po- these qualities will make him a Wieselman, a Simsbury attor- ethics bills, said the ethics comney who represents Stanislaw mission proposal, has little
tion to the city of Hartford."
sition involves more contact wonderful Dean of Faculty."
President Dobelle, who se- and Grazyna Urbanski of chance of approval as now writAddressing the conflicting with faculty than students, he
viewpoints about the role the expressed his interest in devel- lected Brown for the position, Farmington, said the victim's ten. Calling its language "imprecise," Knopp said, '1 think there's
Dean of Faculty plays in the col- oping close relationships with stated: "Any individual that I family wasstunned by award.
Wieselman said he contacted an open question about
lege, Brown stated: "There-is al- student groups. He is currently appoint to a leadership position
ways a tension between juggling his new responsibili- at Trinity is someone who I feel area lawmakers to see if legisla- whether a retroactive applicaresponsibilities. The Dean of ties as Dean of Faculty with has to love the collegc.that's im- tion could be passed to enable tion of this kind is constituFaculty owes a great deal to the teaching, as he heads an Inter- portant if you are going to touch the Urbanskis to sue King for tional or reasonable."
faculty and develops programs disciplinary Science course en- the institution in any signifi- the $2 million. Right now, the. Sid Garvais, chairman of
cant way.
.
. .
family and'the estate are Darred r Common Cause of Connecticut,
that help the faculty to flourish. titled "Aids in the Year 2000."
from Such action because of a said the fact that the lawmakOn. the other hand, he must also
"Secondly,
on
a
more
personal
Asked to comment about the
report to the president and most challenging aspect of his level, Miller is an individual of two-year statute of limitations " ers didndteven debate whether"
trustees. The success of the new position, Brown stated, "the absolute professional and per- that expired after Patricias 1992 to include a revolving-door proDean of Faculty depends biggest challenge has been to sonal integrity. He understands murder.
vision -in the Patriots bill
largely on how well he can find out about the many pro- that leadership is about buildAfter a two-day trial, the jury showed the hazards of approvhandle those responsibilities in grams and, project my col- ing coalitions, and that it is not awarded King $75,000 in com- ing such1 major legislation in
a way that engenders the trust leagues in the faculty are about dividing and hurting. pensatory damages and $2 mil- less than a month.
of everybody."
"That was the danger of doworking on and give them That is an important qualifica- lion in punitive damages. King
Brown added, "The role of the whatever support and assis- tion for any leadership position had testified that correction of- ing it too fast," Garvais said.
faculty and dean together is to tance I can. It's hard to keep in life, but particularly in- an ficer Mark E. Verdone beat him, "They missed a few things - imthen stood by as other uniden- portant things."
craft a program of change that track of them all! But I have academic institution."

Hartford News
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No Arrest in Yale
Student Murder

thesis advisor. Jovin, according to her
friends, seemed upset that Van de Velde
had not returned her first draft with ed(New York Daily News)- The murder its. An unnamed source states Jovin "was
of Suzanne Nahuela Jovin, a senior at so incensed by Van de Velde's neglect
Yale University, remains unsolved more that she said she wished she had chosen
than two months after the her body was another adviser."
discovered with 17 stab wounds in the
On January 12, Van de Velde released
back on December 4 of last year.
a statement asserting his innocence: "The
James Van de Velde, a 38-year-old public announcement that I am one of a
former US diplomat and a respected uni- pool of suspects in the murder of
versity lecturer in international affairs Suzanne Jovin is extremely upsetting.
who was Jovin's advisor for her senior Any suggestion that I had anything to
thesis, has emerged as the primary suspect in the murder.
On January 11, Yale cancelled Van de
Velde's spring semester classes after he
himself revealed he was being considered as a suspect. Police then pronounced him as one in "a pool of
suspects."
do with the death of my former student
Police have refused to release the is deeply, deeply, painful and outrageous.
names of other suspects or discuss how I am innocent." He added, "I join the Yale
many other suspects they are investigat- and New Haven communities in praying
ing. No weapon has been recovered.
that Suzanne Jovin's murderer is brought
Witnesses report last seeing Jovin to justice."
around 9:15 p.m. walking on the Yale
No arrests have yet been made in the
campus about a mile south of where she case.
died. The walk from the campus to the
corner where she died would have taken UC-Berkeley
Students Support
25 to 35 minutes.
Police determined that Jovin was at- Affirmative Action
tacked at 9:45 p.m. They suspect that the
(I/-WIRE)- In an attempt to bring
weapon used was a straight-bladed
knife. Police also told reporters that Jovin back affirmative action back into the UC
was likely killed where she was found, system, the-ASUC Senate has passed a
bill asking California Gov. Gray Davis to
and probably knew her attacker.
The corner of Edgehill and East Rock change the face of the UC Board of Reis a few blocks north of Van de Velde's gents.
apartment on St. Ronan St., and quesThe bill, which was passed last
tions quickly centered on the lecturer Wednesday night by the university's stuand his relationship with his student.
dent government, is written and sponJovin was heard complaining about sored by Senator Arian White. It asks
Van de Velde's treatment of her as her Davis to fill five currently vacant seats
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on the board with proponents of affirmative action.
The bill also requests the resignation
of UC Regent Ward Connerly, who led
the campaign to ban race and gender
preferences in the UC system in 1995 and
state-wide through Proposition 209 in
1996.
"1 firmly believe that Connerly's crusade to abolish affirmative action policies is a tool to assist him in his political
goals," White said.
According to the bill, "Connerly has

However, supporters of the bill expressed their hope that the bill would
accomplish needed reforms. "I am very
pleased it was passed," said Senator
Priscilla Hernandez. "Affirmative action
is necessary within the UC system to'
maintain diversity because things are
not equal at this time."

University of
Hartford Students
Charged With
Forgery

(Hartford Courant)- Six people were
arrested Friday for attempting to obtain
alcohol using false identification. All six
defendants were under twenty-one, and
turned themselves in to authorities upon
done immeasurable harm to the lives of learning there were warrants out for
and futures of countless numbers of stu- their arrests. Some of the defendants
were students at the University of Hartdents. He is an enemy of education."
The original bill was written by ford.
Heather Bergman, a member the CoaliThey were each charged with crimition to Defend Affirmative Action by nal impersonation, procuring alcohol by
Any Means Necessary, a pro-affirmative false means and second-degree forgery.
action group. Bergman approached They were released on $100 bond and
White with the bill, which he later al- will appear in West Hartford Superior
tered into the off icial draft.
Court on February 16.
These arrests follow the December arOne of the changes White made to the
bill that was passed was replacing the rests of seven other University of Hartword "demand" with the less forceful ford students for procuring alcohol with
false identification. All of the apprehenword "ask."
"It is only right that we give the gover- sions are the results of recent police
nor an opportunity to further affirma- crackdowns on underage drinking.
tive action with demanding it," White
Followingthe December arrests, offisaid.
cials at the University of Hartford acWhite states he is appealing to Gover- knowledged the authority of the legal
nor Davis because "I see Davis as some- "system in cases of false identification.
one who has a responsibility to help Spokesman David Isgur stated, "If our
because the people who elected him are students make the mistake of using a
the people who would benefit from af- fake ID, they have to be prepared to accept the legal consequences."
firmative action policies."
Although the University of Hartford
The bill was widely supported by the
senators and opposed only by senator has no official policy regarding fake
Todd Dipaola, who commented, "1 per- identification, it does have various prosonally am not in favor of affirmative grams in place to deal with underage
action. There are a lot of other senators drinking. Isgur remarked that "This is a
problem that affects college campuses
'acrdss'the country from MITdown."The
As for support from the other senators, University of Hartford, like those other
White said he was surprised by the bill's campuses are attempting to find ways to
overwhelming approval. "I did not know educate students about the conseso many proponents of affirmative ac- quences of underage drinking, and to
prevent events like this in the future.
tion were in the senate."

OTHER SCHOOLS

Health Center Responds
continued from page one
health educator who would create prodents would first come to the health cen- grams dealing-with health issues, arter where the nurses on duty will assess range for speakers on specific subjects to
the problem and then either administer visit campus, and would get various decare on the spot, or refer the student to partments involved. Mahoney brings up
the service on campus that can best ad- another point that has caused some condress the problem.
cern among students. Recently, the
This approach, according to the health Health Center has stopped its program
center staff, is more realistic in relation of providing free birth control pills to
to the real world, and prepares students students. Mahoney explains that vendors
for the future. Kris Aseltine, RN C, a fa- of birth control pills provided the free
miliar face to many, says, "The old pic- pills with the hope that students would
ture of 'Hey Doc, gimme a pill!' are over. then, begin purchasing the pills for
Students need to know for the future." themselves. In the past, the vendors were
Goddard adds, "We're really teaching so numerous that there were enough
students how to be informed health care pills to give to all students. Even summer
consumers, because you'll get out there students and graduating seniors were
and feel like you,have no options."
given pills free of charge. But recently,
Following the national trend, the the vendors have pulled out and the surhealth center will no longer be an infir- plus has been depleted. Currently, varimary in the traditional sense. In the past, ous plans such as subsidies from the
the health center was open long through College are being discussed.
the night and provided students with
Complaints that condoms are probeds in case of serious illness. Under the vided free while pills have to be purnew structure, students that become se- chased are erroneous since condoms cost
riously ill during closing hours will be a mere eight cents a piece as opposed to
referred to the Hartford Medical Group twenty-seven dollars for the birth control
which is on call twenty-four hours a day. pills. Furthermore, more than half the
Bill Mahoney '99, president of SGA,- students that take condoms are women.
has been involved in the process of in- According to Health Center staff, stuterviewing candidates for the position of dent reaction has been very good, Aldirector. He points out that the older ready they report "a more open, friendly
model of the health center as infirmary . atmosphere." The improved relationship
makes sense in more isolated settings with the campus community is aided by
such as Williams College, but-in a city the fact that there are now three full time
with as many resources as Hartford, it nurses rather than several part-time
doesn't make sense to maintain such a nurses. "It's not just a job for us, it's a life,"
says Aseltine. "It goes home with us." The
model.
.
The Health Center staff also points out student forum/advisory committee will
that with the elimination of a night continue its involvement with the
nurse, money is freed up for things that changes, but the staff is still eager for
bring greater benefit to the Trinity com- constructive comments from the stumunity. "We saw virtually no one dur- dent body. "Everybody is being listened
ing those hours," says Goddard. "We're to, but I don't think the students are contrying to get the students to give input. vinced of that," says Mantel.
The changes will continue for some
We're not taking resources away, but reallocating them in a way that would ben- time yet, hopefully with lots of input
from the students. Goddard finishes by
efit everyone."
One such possibility that is being se- saying, "If you keep your eyes on this
riously discussed is the addition of a place, you'll see a lot of changes."
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OM* GiteAT PABTVH!

IT'S THAT TIME OF YcAR WHEN THOUSANDS OF S T U D F N T S COME
TO JAMAICA TO F E E L ALL RlGHT - FOE AN U N B E L I E V A B L E P B I C F ! ! ! '

• Free Welcome, Beach
• Professional 0>$ite
•< Evening Parties
Tour Reps
• Round-Trip Airfare
• Free Admission to Hindi dubs • Cempleie WeeUy Activities
• ) Nights Hotel Accommodations
• Discounts on Restaurants,
tmnm Offering Ontionai
• Hound-Trip Airport
Water Snorts & Side Excursions Sunset Cruise, Booze Cruise,
* Hotel Transfers
Toga Party & More!
• Packages available to Negrtt
free Bonus Party Pack
andMontegoBay

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

Sun Splash Tours
1800-426-1)10

Student Travel Services
1800-648-4849

Price is per person based on quad occupancy; from ssleol dsparlure cities. Othar cllies may qualify for reduction or
require surcharge. US and Jamaica departure taxes (currently $59) and $9 handling charge additional. Rates Increase $30
'
on 12/15/98. Peak-week surcharges/oif-week dlscounls may apply. Restrictions and cancellation penalties apply.
Limited availability. Subject to change without notice. Call for full delaiis on hotel seiecllon and availability.
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Love In Late Antiquity: The
Story Of Valentine's Day
BY ETHAN KRAVITZ

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT VALENTINE'S DAY?

I i Features Writer

ALDEN MADDOCKS '01

"I'm going to be puttin'
the boot down in VT and
trying to trade something called my V-card."

JUSTIN CLARKE '01

"I love Valentine's Day —
it's an excuse to party
and have fun with
someone you care
about."

KAREN VONHARDENBERG

'99
"I think it's a Hallmark
holiday designed to
remove spontaneity and 'j
making those without
Significant Others
miserable!"

Before everyone who doesn't
have plans with a loved one for
Valentine's day starts whining
about how lonely they are, ask
yourselves something: do you
know the real story of
Valentine's Day?
Valentine's Day originated
back in the time of the Roman
Empire. For the Romans, February 14th was a holiday in honor
of Juno, Queen of the Roman
Gods and Goddesses. Her relevance to the holiday was her
important role as Goddess of
women and marriage.
The Valentine's Day
name and spirit were
born under the rule of
Emperor Claudius II.
During his reign,
Rome was involved in
many bloody and unpopular military campaigns around
the
ancient
w o r l d .
Claudius the
(as he was
known) was having a difficult
time getting soldiers to join his
legions. He believed that the
reason was that Roman men
were reluctant to join the army
because it would mean leaving
their loved ones and families behind. To prevent such problems,
Claudius canceled all marriages

and engagements in Rome indifferent to the feelings of the
. lovesick populace.
A Roman priest named Valentine sympathized with the
Roman people. He and another
priest, Marius, aided the lovelorn couples by secretly arranging marriages. For his kind
deed Saint Valentine was apprehended and dragged before the
Prefect of Rome, who condemned him to be beaten to
death with clubs and to have his
head cut off.
This event occurred on the
14th day of February, circa 270
A.D., making the

date
M
twice
W''
as important because it perennially preceded the Feast of
Lupercalia, which traditionally
began on the 15th. This festival
was important to a Roman culture in which the lives of young
boys and girls were strictly

separate. At this festival, one of
the customs for the young
people was 'name drawing'. On
the 14th, or eve of the festival of
Lupercalia, the names of Roman girls were written on slips
of paper and placed into jars.
Each young man would draw a
girl's name from the jar and
would then be partners for the
duration of the festival with the
girl whom he chose. Sometimes
the pairing of the children
lasted an entire year, and often,
they would fall in love and later
marry.
So
Valentine's is
about
couples
and marriage; all of the
things that make being single so difficult for
those who are on the
fourteenth of February.
This story may sound depressing to you. Well I have
had enough of everyone
who is single bad mouthing a
traditionally happy holiday.
There is no point in cursing the
darkness when there are many
more constructive things one
can do on Valentine's day with
others in the same position. Go
see an action movie with your
friends. Watchingpeopleblow
up cities and causing global
mayhem has always been a
good way of releasing any extra
see DON'T GIVE UP on page 11

CHEESE PIZZA

14" medium $7.50
16" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50onmed
$1.00 on large
anchovies
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
garlic
hamburger
meatball
mushrooms
olives
onions
pepperoni
peppers
ricotta
sausaqe
tomatoes
spinach
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

PRIMAVERA
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
Med$10.75
Large$13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE HE
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmea! and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN
Med $9,50
Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH
$17.95
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH
$15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley

NY.STYLE PIZZA!!
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS " 11:00am - 2:00am

*"FREE DELIVERY***
With $7.00 minimum purchase

We deliver cigarettes

The Best Pizza For The Best Price
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)

SHEET PAN PIZZA

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEI!

\ \

Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausage
GRINDERS;": iM0::o.
8" Half
Cooked Salami
$3.75
Eggplant
$3.75
Genoa
$3.75
Ham
$3.75
Meatballs
$3.75
Roast Beef
$3.75
Sausage
$3.75
Tuna
$3,75
Turkey
$3.75
Veggie/cheese
$3.75
Chicken Cutlet
$4.25;
Steak/Cheese
$4.25
Seafood
$4.25
Combo (2 kinds of meat) $4.50

$4.95
$5.95
$6.95
16" Whole
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$9.00

DINNERS

Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
$7.95
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
$7.95
Baked ziti
$7.95
Meat Ravioli
$6.95
Cheese Ravioli
$6.95
Veggie Ravioli
$6.95
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
SALADS
CHEr SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO
$5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD
$4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD
$4.95
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD
$1.95
GARLIC BREAD
Small $1.50
Large $3.00

• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
chips & 1 can of soda FREE
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The Cultural Demons Which
Surround St. Valentine's Day

Top Ten Trinity Dean Of
Faculty Search Slogans

will take place on the same date,
we'll call Valentine's Claudius
day instead to celebrate the fact
that this Roman emperor had
Saint Valentine beaten to death
with clubs and his head cut off.
The same thing I wish would
happen
everytime

festival is forced. I'd like to think
that if 1 was truly in love with
Features Editor
someone we'd both forget about
10. Come for the prestige, leave forno reason.
Valentine's Day because we
The idea that Valentine's Day
were so happy all the time. Afis supposed to be a happy day
ter some discussion with co9. No Education, No Credentials? No Problem.
workers we've decided that it's
for everyone is perpetuated by
not less Valentine's we want, but
those who have a reason to be
8. Welcome to Wheel 'O Deans.
more. Back to the days of elhappy on Valentine's Day. I used
ementary school with weekly
7. We guarantee the*faculty will disappear at
to just say please leave me alone!
crushes and making sure the
4:30 or your money back.
You see these people and
right people got the right
you're like 'haven't you
candy hearts.
6. Earn your degree in economics, English,
ever been miserable bebiology or gun repair as you toork.
fore? What is wrong
It's not wrong to
with you? But now
spend time with
5. Excellent severance pay package.
I'm joining forces
someone you care
with these emoabout, I just think
this holiday is too
4. Feeling tolerant? Feeling diverse? We've got
tional
freaks:
oriented towards
the cure for what ails you.
whether they like it
couples. Without
or not. I'm declaring
getting into all the
3. That's the beauty of it: We don't know what
Valentine's Day a
talk about our socithe hell you're supposed to do either.
celebration of love
ety and it's white,
or a complete
Protestant implica2. We've kept our sororities active just for you.
thrashing of the entions, having a whole
tire institution. Total
holiday just for couples
1. Powerless authority figure wanted.
losers unite!
isn't
nice to everyone else.
You see, nothing is more
1 think a return to the days,
annoying in the middle of a
when everybody got a Valenof a web page with sections
long winter than someone in
tine
would
really
make
the
holisuch
as "Valentine's Day AK-47
love when you're not. A person
day a heck of a lot more
Page"
and a tribute to "Love
who seems to think that be-, someone
runsupin poignant. Letting people
Sucks
Month." If those ideas
cause they're having a great a red outfit, hearts painted on around you know that you care.
doesn't work, turn on the lighttime they can somehow spread both cheeks and spraying the
That sounds good right?Cerbulb upstairs and find somethe wealth and make everyone air with red-hots,
tainly sounds a lot better than
thing that makes you happy.
It's not all negative, just the t h e
else happy and hopeful. So I fig_._e-^, "if you're not
That doesn't include making
with
yourself more miserable like the
I'd like to think that if I was truly
someanti-romance chants seen in
continued from page ten
o n e pent up aggression in your life. PCU.
in love with someone we'd both
• .
you're
One
can
also
visit
Tricia
In
any
case,
wherever
you and
forget about Valentine's Day
of no Gdowik's fabulous anti- your friends stand, on V-Day
because we were so happy all
use to us" Valentine's day web page at: don't give up and don't just remessage we get from the card http://www.netreach.net/ ceive it either. Do something a
the time.
"trishy-/vday.html It will pro- little .more constructive with.
"WaB^mf
with alternative meth- your time and the day will pass
ure, if everybody is going to get same as Valentine's isn't all
Then again thats the truth, so
all mushy we need some people about romance and Hallmark you have to decide who's version ods of ridding yourself of anger so quickly, it'll be finals week
to balance it out with misery telling you what day to have sex. of Saint Valentine's Day you pre- for such a ludicrous and unfair before you know it. Now doesn't
holiday. It's one of those gems that make you feel better!
and bitterness. And while it I think a lot of the Valentine's fer.
BY DEVIN PHARR

Don't Give
Up: Fun On
Valentine's
Day

JOIN

AMERICA READS
Through his television show, Wishbone" shares his love
of books with children. As an America Reads tutor, you
can help children learn to love reading, too.

• i - . - " .1 .reserved WUHBONfc ana the VVisMxwre portrait ire trademarks and service marks of Big Feats1 Entertainment
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Tripod Much has been said about the
moral tone of this country. What are
your feelings about the state of morality
in America, and where do we go from
here?
Rev. Jackson: We now have the highest moral tone the country has ever had.
The lowest moral tone was when we
accej
cepted slavery as a state of law, as a way
of life.,
life... and when our churches rationalized slavery as a natural state.
Then there was legal separation, with
people divided by race, and in such a division, our society could never be one
with moral authority, because it degraded people based upon race, and denied them access to equality and rights.
Dr. King emerged to lead us to end legal
apartheid. To protect that immoral state,
Governors blocked school doors. To protect that state, Dr. Martin Luther King
was killed. To protect that state, a Birmingham church was blown up on a
Sunday morning. That's a low moral
state. Then, citizens of color did not have
the right to vote but had to pay taxes.
Taxation without representation: a low
moral state.
And so today, more people have equal
protection under the law. That's a moral
state. More people have equal access and
equal opportunity than ever before. And
so while there's a lot of focus on private
moral values and virtues, as there should
always be, what's never confused seems
to be private moral virtues with public
policy that includes all the people.
Tripod In regards to private moral virtues, the impeachment trial is projected
to end this week. You have been a very
vocal defendant and advisor to the President. From your position as a moral
leader, how do you justify defending the
President?
Rev. Jackson; By understanding the
human condition.
All men and women have sinned, and
come to seek shelter under the glory of
God. Let those who would obtain mercy

"The Senate last year
killed a bill to
modernize rural and
urban schoolhouses.
Most rural and urban
inner-city youth are in
schools which aren 't
equipped for the
internet They're all
also laden
with
asbestos and lead
paint The activism
has to be around plans
to include our children,
all of them, and leave
no one behind."

ACTIVISM
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CENTURY

Jesse
Jackson

fallen on their own swords. For example,
Bob Livingston had to leave Speaker of
the House over a question of sex. Henry
Hyde said, when he was exposed, it was
a matter of his 'youthful indiscretion.' He
was almost 50 years old. Newt Gingrich
tried to negotiate a divorce of his wife on
her sickbed with cancer.
These guys don't have the moral authority to make that judgement. Trent
Lott, for example, is the number one U.S.
Senator in the Senate on the one hand.
But his state is number one in infant
mortality. Number 50 in public education. He voted against the Martin Luther
King holiday. He spoke seven times to the
CCC (Council of Conservative Citizens),
the historical successor to the KKK.
So to that extent, I'd think you'd have
to lift the burden on [the President's] family. I thought it was the morally correct
thing to do, and it was also in our national interest.
Tripod: How do you justify using
Christian religion and morality to promote a liberal agenda, when that approach is largely associated with
Conservative Republicans and the Religious Right? How can you tell the difference between which is right and which
is wrong?

In an exclusive interview
with The Tripod, the: Civil
Rights Leader discusses
impeachment, morality,
ByDanBerman
be merciful. You judge people by their
cumulative score. You watch a ball game for nine innings, don't judge a team by
the homerun they hit one inning, or the
errors they made in another inning, but
by their cumulative box score.
And so Clinton has had, like all human beings, high and low moments. In
the main, he has been a good President.
We've seen the Clintons stand in triumph. We've seen them in tragedy, and
we've seen them in restoration. We've always seen them together, and that's a
good thing.
1 think the intent by the right wing to.

find him as a sinner who is beyond redemption is not being accepted by the
American public. Most of those who try
to judge him and measure him by his act
of error and repentance have themselves

Rev. Jackson: Well, you certainly are
going to have to distinguish between the
Christian Right and the right Christians.
If the standard of judging our behavior
is Jesus Christ and not Pat Robertson or
Jerry Falwell, you come up with something different.
Jesus was himself a liberal, a liberator.
He was born under a Roman death warrant, because they expected he would
change things, not conserve things, but
change things. So he fought to feed all the
hungry — that's a liberal idea. He fought
for the people to get medical care based
on need and not based on money — that's
a, liberal idea. He spoke.-.-against:
homelessness; he said birds have nests
and flock to their homes — the son of
man has to have something above his
head. He spoke out against homelessness.
A woman was being killed - an act of
capital punishment - because she had
been a prostitute. He tried to get them to
stop throwing rocks at her. They said,
,'well she sinned, she broke the law....
Choosing to free her rather than kill her
was a liberal idea. Measuring our worth
based on how we treat people rather than
what we accumulate is a liberal idea. So
one would have to call Hera the Pharoah
a conservative -Jesus was a liberal.
see JACKSON on page thirteen

Windows of Opportunity
O

Open to you at the

TRINITY MATHEMATICS CENTER
MCEC 172
Consultant Hours
Monday - Thursday
2:00 - 5;00 PM
Sunday - Thursday
7:00 -10:00 PM
Come in Person - or Call us at our new HOTLINE 29?-62?0!H!

Rev. Jesse Jackson pauses during a speech to faculty at
Hamlin Hall. Above, Jackson at the Oosting Gymnasium.

PHOTOS BY
KATIE BRYANT
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Life Outside College And Work: What Then?
I was recently speaking with a member of the senior class about what life has
to offer after graduation. We were both
expressing concerns that aside from
yr
school there really isn't
JJEVIN
much substance in our

Where in that does it say what we can
do? Or what we're supposed to do?
What's worse is that life is a deterioration. From start to finish we accumulate
wear, tear, regrets and memories. The
lattermost of which seems positive only
PHARR l i v e s - l t h i n k there's an when we can put aside the bittersweet
•
incorrect assumption feeling about our inability to experience
being made that because we're now the better times of our lives over again.
adults we would be doing a whole lot Allow me to elaborate my observations
more with our lives if we didn't have the about the broader periods of an average
responsibility of school. But with three life. 1 apologize for their downtrodden
months vacation or light work in the tone but this is the only information
summer, a month off during the winter with which I have been provided with
and several more weeks scattered about what my life should or will be like.
1 - Childhood: This is one of the best
throughout the school year, it strikes me
as odd that we're waiting to get out of times of our lives. We are socially active,
school and into our jobs for the time to working very little and experiencing the
world with a sense of wonder at the newenrich our lives.
From what I've experienced in life I ness of it all.
2 - Adolescence: We are now committhink we're ignoring a legitimate problem. We haven't considered what we ted to learning, to understanding responplan to do with our lives outside the jobs sibility, to becoming an adult. Those who
we work so hard to get. I believe I am cor- arefortunate enjoy learning while many
rectly assuming that no attempts are cling to the freedom of youth.
3 - Young Adult: We receive the ultimade to deal with problems about the
after-hours aspects of our lives because mate privileges of driving, freedom of
no adult wants another adult to tell them sexuality, minor controlled substances,
what to with themselves. Adults are al- and voting. Our working lives demand
most defined by being able to do what- more of our attention which is given
ever they want. They have money, happily with few remaining distractions
privileges, freedom, transportation. (tightening of the circle of friends, abuse

of those newly-earned privileges, and
television)
4 - Adult Marriage for those fortunate
enough to have the time and luck, a
growing sense of mortality, experiencing
again the world through children, the
future. All I can say is that an adult is
most acutely aware that life is not like a
day: It can end at any point, we are
acutely aware of its preciousness and are
fortunate if another follows so soon after.

family and business man for whom he
worked for.
Looking back at this 1 agree that this
is bleak. Leaving Trinity or in a few years
from graduate studies we will hopefully
be equipped to handle the world from 95. But what happens after you go home?
Will you be able to hold onto your friends
for the years to come? What is a world
without homework and classes like?
Will the freedom that we've wished for
our entire lives bury us in monotony and

From what I've experienced in life I think we're ignoring
a legitimate problem. We haven't considered what we
plan to do with our lives outside the jobs we work so
hard to get.
5 -1 hesitate to label what follows
adulthood because for some it doesn't
end and others it never seems to begin. I
think everyonefears a time when we will
look back on our own lives and find out
if it was well lived or not. And what's
worse is that there isn't really any formula to ensure success. A man who
spent his whole life alone working quietly in a garden for a wealthy family man
may find himself more content with
how he lived his life than the successful

routine?
1 personally plan on fighting back. 1
can't tell you how but I think it a great
deal similar to living each day as though
it was your last- While I still find television quite amusing, I think finding a life
outside of my work will be quite a challenge in itself. Something I can enjoy yet
pick up and put down anytime I need to.
So that way I'll have time to talk if anyone looking for some direction in life
stops by.

Jackson Encourages Activism Among Students
continued from page twelve
Tripod: Tonight you're speaking on
Activism in the 21st Century. Is the activism which you are forecasting for the
21st Century consistent with the current
Clinton presidency and a possible Gore
presidency, or is it something different?
Rev. Jackson: Something very different
in the sense that with activism, you must
l k h f e ^
1
address the moral imperative. For example, with all the folks in Washington,
and the sex-capades, King Hussein was
buried today — at age 63 with cancer.
One of the stories in that death is that
no one can assign the cost of life and cancer research. 1500 Americans die a day
from cancer, a half-million a year. There

must be activity around that - research
activity. Public policy from our agenda
is investment activity around the search
for a cure for cancer.

laden with asbestos and lead paint. The
activism has to be around plans to include our children, all of them, and leave
no one behind.

"You certainly are going to have to distinguish between
the Christian Right and the right Christians. If the
standard of judging our behavior is fesus Christ and
not Pat Robertson or Jerry Falwett, you come up with
V> * -

challenge them to register to vote, challenge them to protest. Use their vote to
fight for public officials who will stand
for inclusion, awareness and for justice.
This spring, we're going to take a oneweek bus tour down to Mississippi to
register voters, to get them involved in
activist projects like that.
That becomes this generation's challenge: to become involved in the pressing issues of our time.
Tripod: Are you planning to run for
President?

The Senate last year killed a bill to
modernize rural and urban schoolhouses. Most rural and urban inner-city
youth are in schools which aren't
equipped for the internet. They're all also

Tripod: How do you raise that activism and awareness?

Rev. Jackson: I have not made a decision ye t to run, but you'll be in a handful
Rev. Jackson: Well, when I speak to of the first to know when 1 make a decigroups such as the student body, and sion.

MoRgaine's MysffcaL Tauot
TAURUS

5CORFIO

APR 20-MAY 20

OCT25-NOV2I

1

< —

•—

Tsk, Tsk - You've been naughty recently, haven't you? Exploring the carnal
side of life can be fun, but take care not
to get burned. Don't forget to focus some
of that energy on yourself. If you're feeling a little lonely, fear not. You're still astrologically favored. Your due will come
around soon and you'll be rolling in a bed
of roses. Love matches: Gemini, Libra,
Aries. Avoid: Leo, Taurus, Cancer.
• PISCES
fE£> 1?- MAR 2b1

You're holding a full deck of happiness
and love. You have perfected the art of
accepting and reflecting affection. The
stars are shifting into your sign; Grab
that power & take charge of your life. You
are at the center this week, so stand up
& enjoy the attention! Love matches:
Cancer, Taurus, Capricorn. Avoid: Virgo,
Gemini.

AKIE.5
ver w
wonder why everything bad
Ever
happens to you? Stop focusing on yourself and look around a little! This time,
you've REALLY screwed up, but it's not
too late for change, or for roses. Buy some
and try again. Let out your creative, romantic side and you'll get better results
on V-day. Love Matches: Aries, Gemini,
Leo. Avoid: Libra, Cancer, Capricorn.

Perk up, my friend. You've been
hitting lots of roadblocks this week,
haven't you? You like lots of affection, I
know, but sometimes your friends will
have other things to do. Don't take it
personally. Loyalty lasts through busy
weeks - they'll come back around.
Maybe a candy heart might help... Love
matches: Pisces, Cancer. Avoid:
Aquarius, Scorpio.

Leo, you've got the same problem as
Cancer. You're overanalyzing your life
again, but you're not looking for the
positives. You have tons of talent and
charm, but you have to use it if you want
people to notice you. Have a little more
confidence in yourself and you'll have a
lot more fun in the days to come. Love
matches: Aries, Gemini, Sagittarius.
Avoid: Scorpio.

GEMINI

VIRGO

MAY 21 -JUN20

AUG25-SE.FT22

Those who worked hard last week are'
in excellent shape right now. Unless you
fall behind by Friday, you're going to be
able to party worry-free this weekend!
All this unsocial studying left you tired,
bored, depressed? Relax - the grades are
coming in and you are going out. Love
matches: Aries, Libra. Avoid: Pisces.

CANCER
You're just not getting anywhere, are
you? You certainly got the bleeding heart
cards this week. Maybe you need more,
work on that attitude change. No one
wants to be around someone who's always miserable. Let your warm, loving
creative side show and you will find success. Love matches; Pisces, Virgo. Avoid:
Aquarius, Capricorn.

Either you are making major changes
in, your life voluntarily, or they are just
coming your way. This is cool. Passionate, driven Scorpios can survive and
thrive on just about anything. Just remember not to be too controlling or possessive. Go with the flow and enjoy the
scenery. Love matches: Cancer, Pisces.
Avoid: Leo.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV2.2-DE.C21

Your fresh energy and a lighthearted
So you've restored peace in your life approach has won you the heart of a
now and you've started to look behind very passionate guy. Problem: unless
door number 3. That's good because you've already got him in hand, you have
there's somebody out there that doesn't until Saturday to find him. Or maybe
like you. Don't let it bother you (not ev- he'll find you. This is shaping up to be a
eryone can have great taste in friends) good V-day, so don't stay in your room
and don't let anyone ruin your happi- and miss out or you'll be disappointed.
ness. Love matches: Capricorn, Leo, Love matches: Aries, Libra. Avoid:
Cancer. Avoid: Pisces.
Gemini, Virgo.

^rf*6

Ll&RA

•JL

5ETT25-OCT22

When in doubt, believe in yourself.
Cheesy, I know, but good, solid faith will
get you through tough times. When it
comes to love, you certainly know how
to bewitch the opposite sex, and that
ability comes from your natural magnetism. Use it! Love matches: Aquarius,
Gemini, Leo. Avoid: Aries, Capricorn. •

CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JAN \9
Involved? Get on the ball and express yourself in the traditional way
you so enjoy. A dozen roses will make
any girl smile. Single? Call up an old
and dear friend and take him/her out
for a comfortable dinner. Maybe sparks
will fly after dessert! Love matches:
Scorpio, Virgo. Avoid: Aries, Cancer,
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Borderscape 2000. An Austin Arts Odyssey
ous of which was the lact that
the audience proceeded to enter
ANTONIAZZI
into the theatre as the perforManaging Editor
mance began. The curtain simply did not rise on a scene that
gradually unfolded; instead, the
On Saturday, February 6, La
audience was made to enter an
Pocha Nostra
presented
alternate reality. They crossed a
Bo rderscape 2000, an odyssey of
"border" into the production,
the senses that depicted the poswhich created the atmosphere
sible near future of the United
of an organic, living reality that
States following a theoretical
already existed.
second U.S.-Mexico War. This
project was written by
The audience was continuGuillermo Gomez-Pena, who
ally challenged both visually
co-directed and performed it
and intellectually by the surreal
with Roberto Sifuentes '89.
world of which they found
These individuals were joined
themselves a part. The images
by Sara Shelton Mann, the third
of castration and cyborg poetry
regular member of the group,
on issues of discrimination and
and local artists Karen Smith
national identity contrasted
Emerson, Justine Fuller, and
with the sounds of opera and
Walker Zavareei.
created a multidimensional fabric that reached out to the audiIn this production, the govence,
leaving them no room to
ernment of the United States as
hide and forcing them to conwe know it has collapsed and
front these issues. Simultabeen replaced by a "myriad of
neously, viewers were repeatmicrorepublics loosely conedly addressed and questioned,
being forced to respond or react
in
various ways to the actors.
This performance was extremely powerful
Borderscape
did not shy
as it grappled with issues such as cultural
away from the satirical humor,
identity, racism, and biases in an often
violence, or less palatable realities of the issues that it explored,
visually challenging way.
but rather embraced these tendencies and escalated their portrolled by a multiracial junta" sult for the expended effort of trayal. The result was a
presentation that did not worry
which is overseen by the "Gran extensive peddling.
Vato," the Chicano prime minThis project was designed to about offending the sensibilities
ister of this new affiliation. continually challenge the audi-. of some members of its audiSpanglish has replaced English erice whose members were ence and instead pushed many
as the official mea ns of commu- made a part of the production. boundaries. At times, the style
nication of this new political This goal was accomplished in resulted in such a barrage of
order. As the performance un- numerous ways; the most obvi- images, both audio and visual,
BY JENNIFER

folds, the audience is introduced
to the
"Mexterminator"
(Gomez-Pena), "CyberVato" (Sifuentes), and "La Clepto-Mexican"
(Shelton-Mann),
individuals who appear to
break with this new order and
join rebel forces.
This piece was extremely
powerful as it grappled with issues such as cultural identity,
racism, and biases in a visually
challenging way. The topic of
illegal aliens and their place in
•society was addressed from the
beginning through the use of
the figure of the "Alien" (Fuller),
a standard green extraterrestrial of the X-Files type seen
riding a stationary bicycle. Automatically, this figure is isolated from the rest of the cast
and the audience through its
appearance and actions. A sense
of the futility of its position in
this new political apparatus is
indicated through its lack of re-

rz?srsssgm£M&
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JOHN AKIN
Guillermo Gomez-Pena and Roberto
Sifuentes perform at Austin Arts Center
that members of the audience violent beating of a dead rooster
were held captive by them. For near the end of the piece. •
example, the satirical, National
The strength of this producGeographic-esque presentation tion laid both in its dedication
•of the history of the stereotypi- to challenging its audience its
cal Mexican incorporating such commitment to addressing
"anthropological evidence" as tough issues without shying
the "taco-saurus" and the dwarf away from controversial modes
Latino mafia underworld, or the of presentation.

Roberto Sifuentes: Confessions of the CyberVato
BY VIRGINIA LACEFIRD

Arts Editor

The world of theater may be
tough, but the Chicano
CyberVato is tougher. Not only
did Trinity's own Roberto Sifuentes '89 survive as a performance artist in New York City,
he has created his own unique
form of interactive art that is

The CyberVato himself.
entertaining and intense as it
seeks to explore racial stereotypes in America and around
the world.
A :native of Los Angeles, Sifuentes came to the East coast in
1985 to take advantage of
Trinity's then-open curriculum
and lack of core requirements.
Although he planned to ber
come a filmmaker, he felt
strongly that a liberal arts background was a necessary prerequisite for meaningful art.
In the fall of his sophomore
year, Sifuentes took advantage
of the newly created Trinity/La
Mama program. While in New
York, he discovered a love for
performing art and began to

What Do You Want Him To Perform For You?
appreciate the value of the relationship created between the
audience and live performers.
The program influenced him so
greatly that he returned to work
with the Living Theater group.
"1 met interesting people, saw
amazing work...l saw a performance motivate an audience of
over 2000 people to
stand up, move, act. La
Mama led to where I
am now."
Sifuentes was also
inspired by the late
Leo Shapiro, current
Theater and Dance
Chair Judy Dworin,
and director Arthur
Feinsod.
After graduation,
Sifuentes moved to
New. York and began
working with various
theater groups. It was
during his involvement with one of
these groups that he
met Guillermo G6mez-Pefia,
the author of the Borderscape
2000 performance piece and its
co-director. Over the last seven
years, the collaboration between Sifuentes and GomezPena has grown organically."
The third member of La Pocha
Nostra, Sara Shelton Mann,
joined them in 1996.
Sifuentes' main goal with his
unique and interactive form of
art is to make people reexamine
the way they feel about various
contemporary issues, mainly
those surrounding cultural xenophobia and stereotypes, both
modern and traditional, of
peopleof color,especially Mexican-Americans.

Borderscape 2000 creates an
alternate reality in which controversial images and preconceptions of Mexican-Americans are critically explored in

fuentes gave a lecture during
which he showed excerpts of a
video produced by the group
and discussed the various mediums they have used over the

"I saw a performance motivate an audience
of over 2000 people to stand up, move, act."
a direct and explicit manner.
Throughout the piece, the actors use various costumes and
props to create different cultural stereotypes derived from
the re- sponses of previous audiences. Supporting their performance is a wide range of
dramatic technical effects
which enhance the presentation of this serious and difficult
subject matter.
• So what is the purpose of all
this confusing, overlapping, inyour-face sym bolism? Sifuente s,
who describes the group members as "chroniclers of time,"
says that they are creating images to haunt their audiences.
The layers "wash over
[them]...filter through the
psyche." He wants people to
leave the theater questioning
what they have seen and, hopefully, more aware of their own
feelings and prejudices.
' Along with their stage performances, the group also tours a
"living'diorama" called the
Temple of Confessions in which
members become exhibits in
plexiglass boxes. Audience
members are encouraged to
make "confessions" to the characters and submit requests for
actions they'd like to see performed by the characters.
On Thursday afternoon, Si-

years, including television, radio, internet, written works, and
live performance. He enjoys the
cross-disciplinary freedom of
performance art as opposed to
the more structured and limiting boundaries of traditional
theater, although he doesadmit
each has benefits.

Although Borderscape will
continue on to San Francisco,
Gomez-Pena and Sifuentes plan
to completely rework the show.
They want to keep "pushing
image, pushing text. When [a
piece] is finished, there's no
more risk involved...we put it on
the shelf." The group will also
tour to Mexico and Europe during the year.
Sifuentes is an excellent role
model for artists currently
studying here at Trinity.
Through his performances, he
has explored many sensitive issues and raised the awareness of
a wide ranging group of people.
It seems that he has certainly
put his liberal arts background
to good use.

Sound on Sound
jazz, functioning as a three piece
body moving machine. Playing
Arts Writer
to a packed bar engendered friction, but a few intrepid souls
This will serve as a subjective
managed to overcome the obview of the slightly greater than
stacles
and let the music take
week-in-review of music,
hold.
Some
danced in their seats,
mostly around Trinity College.
others
in
front
of the band, and
To begin, Dr. Zeus, composed of
several Trinity alums, has been all managed to express their
keeping it real with two very personal creativity as the band
recent performances and the indulged in numbers both rerelease of their new CD, Real to hearsed and improvised.
And play the band did. SwirlReel.
~
ing keyboards took form as both
Dr. Zeus debuted their CD lobass and organ, filling out the
cally at Steve and Sully's Pub
soundscape enforced by the
two Saturdays ago. Keeping on
tight surroundings. Guitar
schedule, I arrived late as, the
moved from effect-ridden keyband was recuperating from the
board mimicry to rhythmic
rigors of live performance.
wah laden, seventies funk
Their first set finished, the band
scores, and shifted effortlessly
was mingling, signing CDs, and
into the realm of melodic leadrelaxing. Soon enough, though,
ing patterns. However, in any
they broke back into their insee LOCAL on page 16 ,
imitable stylings of funk and
BY BRIAN PRICE
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Horrocks Gives Dazzling
Performance in Little Voice
If you enjoyed Joseph Fiennes in
Shakespeare in Love, then be sure to
swing by Cinestudio this week to see
him as Lord Robert Dudley in Shekhar
Kapur's Elizabeth. The film, which
runs from Wednesday, February 10
through Saturday, February 13, also
features Golden Globe Award-winner
Cate Blanchett as the not-so virginal
Queen.
On Wednesday, February 10, musician Jeffrey Kreiger will give a noontime recital at Austin Arts Center's
GarmanyHall. This unique event will
feature Videocello, an interactive piece
for computer video, and electric cello.
Admission is free, so be sure to stop by.

WWW.MIRAMAX.COM

Shy LV (Jane Horrocks) and sleazy talent agent Ray Say (Michael Caine)
share a tender moment in Mark Herman's British film Little Voice.

Critically acclaimed poet Billy
Collins will be makingan appearance
at Gallows Hill on Saturday, February 13 at 5:30 PM. Grab a latte and
come hear him read from his well-received poetry collection Picnic, Lightning as well as some of his other
works.

Art For Contemplation

Byrne's Trees are on display in Widener Gallery.
BY GILBERT GREEN

Arts Writer

Joseph Byrne hopes that if your life is
a little hectic right now. If you are
searching for a little peace and relaxation, perhaps you can find it through his
paintings. When you see his work you
will understand what he is saying.
According to his Artist Statement,
Byrne cares less about "reproducing the
woods in a realistic fashion," than creating pieces which "suggest what it is like
actually to be in the woods." If you've
been to the woods, and hopefully you
have, you know that they are a place of
peace. Out in the woods, unhindered by
daily routine, the spirit finds space to
roam.
Byrne has used trees as a subject matter of his work for the past four or five
years. However, he has not always been a
landscape painter. His early work was
entirely abstract and influence by the
style of Mondrian. Although Byrne's
style has changed dramatically since
then, we can still see echoes of abstraction in these seemingly more realistic
paintings. They are roughly done, and

land record is still playing while there is
no electricity, until he comes to the real-,
Arts Editor
ization that the sound he hears from upstairs is in fact IV
For many years, American audiences
Ray eagerly embarks on a mission to
had been inundated with British period exploit the shy girl's uncanny talent for
films (think Merchant Ivory) exploring impersonating the likes of Garland,
the repressed lives of England's wealthi- Marilyn Monroe, Marlene Dietrich, and
est citizens. Within the past decade, Shirley Bassey, among others. The highthere has been a shift from films deal- light of the film is undoubtedly the
ing with the lives of these emotionally- scene in which LV makes her singing
stifled aristocrats to the more debut at Ray's club. Horrocks, who does
socially-aware cinema of directors such all her own songs in the movies, puts on
as Mike Leigh and Ken Loach. In films an unforgettable show, mimicking each
like Secrets and Lies and Ladybird, La- diva to perfection.
dybird, these directors have turned their
Little Voice is based on the stage play
cameras onto the previously ignored The Rise and Fall o/Little Voice, written
British working class.
by playwrightjim Cartwright especially
Director Mark Herman (Brassed Off) to showcase the amazing talents of
m W j t o f a t ^ a r o g f f l j j ^ t j ^ Horrocks. Although she does ultimately
ture, Little Voice. Despite an appealing, steal the show, she is surroundeS by an'
BY BETH GILLIGAN

If you're looking for some Wednesday evening excitement, check, out
Marilyn Middleton and her dance
troupe at 7:30 PM in Studio 47
(Seabury Hall, 3rd floor). The Massachusetts-based group will perform a
high-energy show that will include
African music, song, and dance.

ANDREW 5HEPARD

details are not painstakingly etched in.
It is interesting to note that Mondrian
sought to achieve atype of universal harmony in his works, the same way thatp
Byrne does now with his trees. The tree
is, after all, a familiar object. In it, perhaps we see part of ourselves. Like human beings, each tree is unique, and has
an individual personality. He recognizes
this, saying "these trees seem to me essentially figural, to function like characters
in the drama of the landscape."
But Byrne sees more than just this— he
hopes that through spending a little time
with his pieces that we can enter into a
wider frame of mind, perhaps one in
which we have a better sense of life and
death: the cycle of life. The trees, although they do fill us with immediate
emotional responses, stand apart as representations of nature at large. They live
and grow and die within the cycles of the
world, as we as human beings do.
If you have not already gotten the
chance to see Joseph Byrne's work, it will
be on display in Widener Gallery at Austin Arts Center through March 3rd. The
gallery is open for 1-6 PM daily and admission is free.

Despite an appealing, tremendously talented cast, the
film falls somewhat flat both plotwise and as an
examination of the middle-class Brits.
tremendously talented cast, the film falls
somewhat flat both plotwise and as an
examination of the middle-class Brits. :
The film stars gifted actress Jane
Horrocks (best known to American audiences as Bubble on Absolutely Fabulous ) as Laura Hoff, commonly referred
to. as LV, or Little Voice due to her painfully shy personality. Still traumatized
by her beloved father's death, the young
woman cowers in her room listening to
her dad's old records while her brash,
drunken mother (Brenda Blethyn), entertains various male visitors.
One night, LV's morn happens to have
sleazy talent agent Ray Say (Michael
Caine) over when a power outage occurs.
Ray cannot figure out why 13/'sJ udy Gar-

excellent cast who more than hold their
own.1 ,
In the end, despite strong showings by
Blethyn, Caine, and Ewan MacGregor (as
the shy telephone repairman who
courts U/), the film gets bogged down by
some heavy-handed symbolism employed by Herman. Throughout the film
there are images of caged birds, and the
parallels between the emotionallytroubled LV and the singers.she chooses
to imitate are fairly obvious. The ending also proves to be both implausible
and unsatisfying. While audiences will
undoubtedly walk away from, the movie
theater with a newfound appreciation
forjane Horrocks, the same might not be
said for the film itself.
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Local Bands Perform Bicycle Thief an Italian

Neo-Realist Masterpiece
BY LINCOLN HEINEMAN

Arts Writer

WWW.IMOSIC1NTERSERV.COM/SHOWCASE/INDIE/BLUET1P.HTML

The three members of the band Bluetip.

the effort to go and see was staged at the
University of Hartford. Some of the ad^
band the drums are the key, as timing mirable kids at the university decided to
does the most to make or break any situ- go through the trouble of bringing two
ation, and in this respect Dr. Zeus still de- of my darlings of the moment to the
livers. The chatty atmosphere integral to great state of Connecticut. As per my
any venue was subsumed by the dirty usual habit, I arrived after the first band,
beats played well, shaken by the during the second, both of whom were
separating me from my main intentions.
backbeat.
A completely different scene was in The third band to play, The Farewell
store for the band last Thursday night. Bend, is the reincarnation of a band
The situation at hand incorporated a which was a favorite of mine throughchanged venue, crowd and sound, as Dr. out high school, Boys Life.
Zeus performed on guitarist Mike
Sadly, I was incredibly disappointed.
Brad ley's birthday. Instead of the inti- They did not live up to their status
macy and tight accommodations of a granted by ex-members, or even to that
pub, the band was faced with the hollow of their record. The songs were played at
cavern, of the Bistro, still packed tight, a pitiful pace, no emotion or concern was
but now predominately with students. shown, and people in the pittance of a
With the cozy confines of Steve and crowd departed, including myself. Thus,
Sully's gone, the sound dispersed to a all of my hopes rested oh Bluetip, the fiwider area. The drums lost their imme- nal band, to redeem the night. Struggling
diate impact, the guitar seemed more with a poor sound system and feedback,
hollow, the keyboards less prevalent. they1 managed to instill some toe-tapConversation was bettered, but repro- ping back and forth movement in the
duction was not. Consequently, after ar- crowd. Harsh guitars, pummeling bass.
riving during another period of recess for and big beats brought people back to life.
the band, 1 departed a few songs into Fifties' fashion and nineties' dissonance
their second set.' •
managed to salvage the evening and reThe final show of the week that I made affirm my sense of style.
continued from page 14

The Bicycle Thief is a film whose
beauty comes from its absolute and almost unnerving simplicity. The film
was released in 1948, just after the end
of World War II. Most of the film production studios in Italy had been destroyed by shelling, and so director
Vittorio De Sica shot his film almost entirely without the use of artificial sets.
He also utilized non-professional actors
and an absolute absence of camera trickery.
All of this gives the film a streamlined
simplicity. Since there are no celebrities
to look at on the screen and no sets to

the film chronicles the increasingly desperate search that the man and his
young son launch in order to locate their
bicycle.
The film reveals that a simple thing
like a bicycle can mean various things
to different people. For the film's protagonist, his bicycle is his livelihood,
while for many others, a bicycle is simply a recreational plaything. The disparity between the economic classes is a
subtle but undeniable element of this
film, always simmering just below the
surface. There is inequality, but the characters seem to accept this inequality, putting off social revolution because they
still have hope that they will find jobs for
themselves.

The disparity between the economic classes is a subtle
but undeniable element of this film, always simmering
just below the surface.
admire which might have cost millions
of dollars, the film's simplicity almost
forces a kind of discipline on the viewer.
It is impossible to become distracted by
the expensive frills in this film, because
there are none. Instead, this film allows
you to think about the deeper and more
complex issues that are at the heart of
The Bicycle Thief.
And what a plethora of issues The Bicycle Thief indirectly examines, despite
its relatively short 90-minute running
time! The film examines a few days in
the life of a poor family in Rome after the
war.
The husband (played by Lamberto
Maggiorani) is able to get a job despite
the scarcity of work, but he needs a bicycle for his new vocation. In order to
purchase a bicycle, the family sells their
sheets, which appear to be the last valuable possessions that the family owns.
Tragically, during his first day on the job,
the man's bicycle is stolen. The rest of

This film also examines the influence
of Communism and the Catholic
Church on the lives of Rome's poor, but
all of these issues are ultimately at the
periphery of the real narrative. The real
story is the struggle of one man to make
it economically (and emotionally) de-.
spite the hurdles in his way. It is really
an individualist film about a man who
must struggle against elements which
are stronger than himself in order to feed
his family.
The outward appearance of The Bicycle Thief is very simple. However, this
apparent simplicity is a veil, an outer
masquerade beneath which some very
important and complex: ideas,are,
present. This is not one of those films
where you leave the theater thinking,
"didn't that look good; weren't the special
effects great!" Instead, you leave this filmpondering, "that film actually made me
think. Perhaps I should do that more often."

(not in credit cards)
Introducing the New American
Express® Credit Card for Students.
Live for today.
Build for tomorrow.
The New American Express Credit
Card for Students is a resource you
can depend on. With benefits like big

airfare savings, free credit information,
and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
most from your student years — and
help you build a solid financial

foundation for the future.

Cards

Free Delivery
233-8888

SPECIAL!!
Large Cheese Pizza

ORIGINAL NEW YORK PIZZA
495 Farmington Avenue
We deliver anywhere in West Hartford or Hartford

233-8888

$7.00 minimum
for delivery

•

Open 7 days a sueek - 11:00am to 2:00am
LDe deliuer slices & Cigarettes

$5.50
Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!
Use your charge card
for any delivery....
($10.00 minimum)

Medium 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust

Cheese
'.
Veggie
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
Additional Toppings

*

Medium

Large

Sicilian

$7.50
$9.75
$10.25
$ .50

$9.85
$14.05...
$15.75
$1.00

$13.00
$17.00
$18.50
$1.50

*

TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, and Tomatoes

•

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo, BBQ sauce, hot

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan cheeses

peppers, oil, vinegar.

blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

*•
.

.$4.90 *• •
Philly Cheese Steak
$5.50 Calzone
$ .50
Philly Cheese Steak w/ Bacon
$6.25 each additional filling
Philly Cheese Steak w/ Extra Steak
$7.45 APPETIZERS
-k
Chicken Parmigiana
$5.15 Buffalo Wirigs (hot, mild, or suicide)
(12) for $5.60
-Eggplant Parmigiana..:
$5.15 Chicken Fingers
$5.00 ^
Meatball Parmigiana....
$5.15
Mozzarella Sticks
(7) for $4.75
Veal Parmigtanei'..". ^i:t"^f. fffh .*.vr. ;.«&! .*&:.. t.'.UVi.«.•*".*.L..$5<45<
' Oitron-Rings
;fi°?m..:
$3.20= , Sausage Parmigiana
$5.15 French Fries
$2.65 *
Ham, Salami, Cheese
$5.15. Cheese Fries
,.....,
$3.70
Ham & Cheese
....$4.90 Fried Dough
(8) for $2.00 *
Turkey
$4.65 Garlic Bread
$1.85
Tuna....
...........$4.65 Garlic Bread w/Cheese..
.....,.........,...$2.40 -fa
Veggie Grinder
.,
$4.25
Chips.
.....$ .50
Pepperoni Grinder
...$4.90 SALADS
*
Salami and Cheese
$4.90 Tossed Salad
$4.05
Chicken Sandwich
$5.15 Antipasta Salad.....
$5.75 ^ .
Grilled Turkey and Bacon
$5.75 Tuna Salad.......
$5.75
BLT and Cheese
$4.25
Extra Dressing
....$ .50 .
Grilled Ham & Cheese
$4.90
DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DINNERS

DESSERTS

served w/ garlic bread w/ cheese • Lasagna
• Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells
$6.30 (with Meat $1.00 extra)

Triple Chocolate Cake

.....$3.25

*

SODAS (one liter)
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

$1.60 *

Prices do not include tax.
r~ , — _ _

—

—

—.

|.

•

—

-i

FREE Order of FRIED DOUGH
with Any Large Pizza Order

$2.25 OFF
Any Large Pizza or Any Sicilian Pizza

FREE Order of GARLIC BREAD
with Any Large Pizza Order

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Musi mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
: Must mention coupon before ordering

FREE Order of BUFFALO WINGS
with Any Large Pizza Order

$1.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza

Large Cheese Pizza $5.00
with purchase of any large pizza

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Mustmention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering
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Dr. Armageddon
Words To Live By

ANNOUNCEMENTS

LECTURE
Jeffrey Krieger Recital

Lunch Series Lecture
This week in Dr. Armageddon, we have
a special surprise. We got Jo Mama to
"help" in making this column that much
more meaningful. I bet you can't wait.
Wltat happened to Around Trinity?
Numerous People, All Classes

Mom: What's Around Trinity?
Dr. A: Do you really want your Mom
knowing what you did last Friday?

The nurse says I've come down with meningisomethin'-er-other, but there's a kickin' party
that I just have to go to. What should I do?
Meningi-Mike, 2002

Mom: There will always be another party,
and your health is more important anyway.
Get yourself a glass of OJ, take some herbs,
and spend the weekend in bed. Maybe catch
up on your studies?
Dr. A: There's not another party until after
reading week. You can always, rest up then.
Mix yourself a screwdriver, smoke a phatty,
and sleep it off in somebody else's bed.

Where do you get your material?
Curious Carlo,, 1999

Mom: He's a bright boy with a big heart.
We always knew he'd be a journalist some
day, handing out kind advice to,those in
need.
Dr. A: I pull it out of my big fat... err, heart.

Will you be my valentine?
Loveless Luke, 1999

THE TRINITY TRIPOD — FEBRUARY 9,1999

The Lunch Series talks in the Women's Center resume
this week. On February 10, Professor Janet Bauer will
give a lecture entitled "What We Know and Don't Know
About Race, Ethnicity, Class and Gender (and Sexuality) in the Classroom." The lecture, which will be held
in the Women's Center Lounge on the second floor of
Mather, begins at 12:15 PM. Bring a brown bag lunch;
coffee and cookies will be provided.

Religion Department Lecture
TheanvyKuoch.a Buddhist laywoman born in Cambodia, will be speaking on Tuesday, February 16 from
10:00 -11:10 AM in Seabury 9-17. Kuoch is a survivor of
the Khmer Rouge genocide of 1975-79. She will discuss
what it meant to live as a Buddhist in Cambodia during
that time, and how Buddhism affects her personal and
professional life. The lecture will be sponsored by the
Religion Department.

The Department of Music presents a recital by Jeffrey Krieger, on February 10 at 12:15 PM in Garmany
Hall. This recital features Videocello, an interactive
video piece for e-cello (electronic cello), computer and
video; Suddenly It's Evening, a commissioned work by
American composer Donald Erb; and Cello Chi for a
singing cello by Sarah Hopkins. Admission is free.

Marilyn Middleton
The Studio 19 Performance Series presents Marilyn
Middleton, a high energy performance of African
rhythms guaranteed to get your blood flowing, hands
clapping, and feet stamping. Middleton is the director
of the Massachusetts-based Bamidele Dancers and
Drummers, a diverse group of performing artists dedicated to the preservation of African cultures through
dance, music and song. The performance takes place
on February 10, at 7:30 PM in Studio 47, located on the
third floor of Seabury Hall. Admission is free.

Studio 19 New Play Series

1999-2000 Mead Lecture
Blanca Silvestrini will give a lecture on Wednesday,
February 10 at 4:15 PM in the Life Sciences Center Auditorium. Silvestrini comes from the Department of
History at the University of Hartford. She specializes
in Caribbean social history, the labor movement, women
and work, and the study of social changes in the transition to a "modern" society. Her current research is focused on issues of modernization and health in the late
19th century and the emergence of diverse conceptions
of citizenship among Latinos in the United States. She
is the author of many books, articles, and research notes
that ponder the experience of Caribbean peoples.

Migrations, Diasporic Communities
and Transitional Identities Lecture
The Migrations, Diasporic Communities and Transitional Identities Series will hold its next panel on February 9 at 7:00PM in the Rittenburg Lounge. The Asian
and American Student Alliance will be the student host
of this panel. The faculty speakers will be Michael Lestz,
•Professor of History, with a lecture entitled "Swamped:
The Indigenous Peoples of South Taiwan & the Chinese
Diaspora," Vijay Prashad Professor of International Studies, speaking on "Coolie Purana: the 1913-16 rebellion
against indenture in the Indian diaspora," and King-Fai
Tarn, Professor of Modern Languages, speaking on "Chinese Diasporic Memoirs."

At 7:30 and 9:00 PM on February 11, the Studio 19
New Play Series presents two new plays, Days, by Will
Strouse '00, and The White Toast Conspiracy, by Christopher McCollough '98. Now in its second year, the Studio 19 Series showcases new plays written, directed,
acted, and designed by students in Professor Arthur
Feinsod'splaywriting classes. Michael Burke'00directs
Days, an absurdist play about two men stranded in a
boat, and The White Toast Conspiracy, which explores
the universal conflict between emotion and logic. The
plays will be performed in Studio 19, on the third floor
of Seabury Hall. Admission is free.

A Yeats Evening
The Department of Theater and Dance, in association with the Center Artist Series, presents Purgatory,
by William Butler Yeats and YeatsEtudes, at 8:00 PM in
Garmany Hall on February 12 and 13.
Purgatory, one of Yeats' final plays, is about an old
man who, at nightfall, takes his son to the ruined house
where the old man was begotten, and attempts to free
his mother's ghost from her purgatorial dream of endless repetitions. Starring Sam McCready, former Artistic Director of Belfast's Lyric Theater, this production
was first presented this summer at the Hawk's Well
Theater in Sligo, Ireland. Yeats Etudes presents theater
pieces based on Yeats' poetry, developed and performed
by Theater and Dance students.
Tickets are $8 for general admission, and $5 for discounts.

Mom; Sure, sweetie. I'll always be your
valentine.
Dr. A: Yeah, but do you really wanna be
my love slave?

I'm thinking of going off the meal plan to save
some money. Is this a good idea?
Matthew the Miser, 2001

Mom: The nutritional value of a good
meal is worth more than any monetary
sum. And I know that you won't eat well
if you're feeding yourself, dear.
Dr. A: If you're like most Trinity students,
you'll spend the extra cash on beer and
the rest of the semester stealing ID cards
and running from the law. Which isn't to
say it's a bad idea . . .

Next Week in Dr. Armageddon: We answer

real letters. Hilarity ensues.
Dr. Armageddon controls the creative'
content of this column. And you don't.
Dr. Armageddon answers th£ questions
of the Trimty community weekly. If you
have a questionfor Dr. Armageddon, drop
a line to tripod@mau.trjncoll.edu, drop a
file to "General Resources/Docex/
Tripod", orsendalettertocampusmailbox
#702582., Be sure, to mark the documeirt
"Attention: Dr. Armageddon'', and let us
turn around your sorry lives!
'
,

ELIZABETH (R)

Wed, Thu & Fri, Feb 10,11 & 12
Sat,Febl3

7:30 PM
2:30 PM, 7:00 PM

(Britain, 1998) Directed by Shekhar Kapur. Screenplay by Michael Hirst. Cast: Cate Blanchett, Geoffrey Rush, Christopher Eccelston, Richard At.tenborough, John Gielgud. Who better to create an outsider's peek of British royalty, warts
and all, than Shekhar Kapur, whose first film (the Hindi-language Bandit Queen) was about a notorious female outlaw?
Kapur's recreation of 15th century England, opening with a burning at the stake, is refreshingly pagan and ruthless.
Cate Blanchett turns Elizabeth Tudor into a believable young woman, full of the life force, who eventually transforms
herself into the Virgin Queen. Kapur has gotten some flak for taking the monarch's virginity with a grain of salt, but
Blanchett's unconventional portrait of Elizabeth I brings to life a complex woman who is ready to use anything at her
disposal to shape her own destiny. 124 min.

FREE TIBET

Fri,Febl2
Sat, Feb 13

10:05 PM
9:25 PM

(1998) Directed by Sarah Pirozek. With: Beastie Boys, A Tribe Called Quest, Beck, Bjork, Foo Fighters, Fugees, The
Monks of Sera Je Monastery, Smashing Pumpkins, Sonic Youth and The Dalai Lama. Remember back when the rallying cry of the Beastie Boys was Fight for Your Right (to Party)? Grown up but still nasty, the Beastie Boys are now
fighting for something else: an end to the oppression in Tibet. Free Tibet is the record of an amazing 2-day concert the
Beasties organized in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park, to get out the news about what's been going on in Tibet since it
was taken over by the Chinese (including the torture of Buddhist nuns and priests). Along with the awesome alternative musicians, Free Tibet features an interview with The Dalai Lama and rare footage of his occupied homeland. First
Hartford showing. 90 min.

CITIZEN KANE

Sun, Feb 14
Mon&Tue,Febl5&16

2:30 PM, 7:30 PM
,«„**,*
7:30
PM

(1941) Directed by Orson Welles. Screenplay by Herbert Mankiewicz and Orson Welles. Cinematography by Gregg
Toland. Music by Bernard Herrmann. Case Orson Welles, Joseph Cotten, Dorothy Comingore, Ruth Warrick Agnes
Mporehead. Although there was controversy over many of the choices on the American Film Institute's list of the 100
Best Films, the number one choice was pretty much unanimous. Cinestudio presents an astonishing new print of Orson
Welles' first film, which he described (in a rare moment of understatement) as "a motion picture with a few new technical experiments and a few new methods of telling a picture." Working with the creative cinematoerapher Gregg
Toland Welles revolutionized the use of deep focus, overlapping sound, double exposure and fluid crane shots The
story of a radical young newspaperman who turns into a defeated reactionary is inspired by the life of William Hearst
but Rosebud and its poetic link to lost dreams belongs to Welles alone. 119 min.
CompiledbyChristineMcCarthyMcMorris
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Pieter de Hooch Exhibit at the
Wadsworth Atheneum

AnJk Y
Wednesday, February 10

Trinity Town Hall Meeting

The Pieter de Hooch exhibition, which runs through
February 28,1999, was organized with the Dulwich Picture Gallery in London and presents the work of a great
Dutch master, Pieter de Hooch. De Hooch — along with
his colleague Johannes Vermeer - was one of the leading artists of Holland's Golden Age during the seventeenth century. He is renowned for his stunning
depictions of interior spaces, courtyards and tranquil
domestic scenes.
This exhibition of 40 paintings, selected from an international array of museums and private collections,
investigates de Hooch's contributions to the Delft
School, his pioneering role in the advancement of naturalism, and his unprecedented command of perspective. The collaborating museums are honored to present
the first one-man-show ever devoted to de Hooch's art.

The next Trinity Town Hall forum will take place on
Thursday, February 11 in the Rittenburg Lounge. The
Topic of the Forum will be "A House Divided?... Trinity's
Commitment to Tolerance." The meeting will begin at
6:00 PM, with a dinner from Timothy's. Following the
dinner, Steven Charleston, the college chaplain, will
moderate an informal after dinner discussion open to
everyone at Trinity. At the Town Hall, each person is
given a chance to express his or her ideas, questions, or
concerns in an atmosphere of genuine respect. There
are many opinions at a Town Hall meeting, but one rule:
come to listen as honestly as you come to speak.

David Cohen to speak at the Yale
Center for British Art

On Wednesday, February 10, freshmen and seniors
can enjoy a free night out on the town with Trinity
College's "Stepping Out on the Town" program. The
group will be leaving from Mather at 5:30 PM to see a
performance of the new high energy musical Footloose,
• at the Bushnell. Beforehand there will be a reception
and tour at the Hartford Courant Building. RSVP to
Patricia Connolly with your name, extension, and class
year. Semi-formal attire is required.

David Cohen, an independent art critic based in London, will present a lecture entitled Violence and Vitality: the Figure in Bacon and Moore on Wednesday,
February 10 at 5:15 PM in the Yale Center for British Art's
Lecture Hall. Mr. Cohen's lecture is the second in a series of talks presented in conjunction with the special
exhibitions of Francis Bacon, Lucian Freud, and Henry
Moore on view at the Yale Center for British Art. Admission to the museum and the lecture is free.

A Free Night Out for Freshmen and
Seniors

Wednesday, February 10
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

Thursday, February 11
6:30 pm
*•
••

Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

Mead Lecture in History
McCook Auditorium

7:00 PM

Spanish film Series
LSC Auditorium

9:00 PM

Open Mike Night
Underground Coffee
House

9:30 PM

Randy Collins & Band
The Bistro

10:00 PM

Movie Night
The Cave

Thursday, February 11
6:00 PM

Ballroom Dance lessons
Washington Room

7:30 PM

Digging Eleven
Hartford Stage
tickets $10 in SLRC

9:00 PM

Annie Wenz
Underground Coffee
House

930 PM

Jonathan & Prof.
Chatfield
The Bistro
Alt. Bev. ID required

Chinese Conversation
The Chinese Table will meet this semester a t Hamlin
Hall Dining Room every Tuesday and Thursday from
12:15 -1:15 PM. Come for lunch and good conversation;
all levels of language proficiency are welcome.

12:00 pm

4:15 PM

Blood Donors Needed
On February 18, Trinity College will sponsor a blood
drivein the Washington Room of Mather Hall from 9:30
AM to 2:45 PM. The goal for the Trinity Blood Drive is
to collect 75 units of blood. Schedule an appointment
outside of Mather Dining Hall between 5:00 and 6:30
PM or call Kosuke Ikeda at ext. 2883.

Friday, February 12
9:00 PM1:00 AM

Blizzard of Bucks Game
Show
The Cave

10:00 PM2:00 AM

The Student Band
Union Party
Vernon Center
Alt. Bev. ID required
11

7:00 PM

av, February 14
7.00 pm

Movie Night
McCook Auditorium

Roman catnonc I
Vespers Service

Tech Talk Suggestions

Now PLAYING,
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane

Have you ever wanted to know how to fully utilize
all of the technology available to you here at Trinity
College? Do you have any ideas, suggestions or questions about computers, networks, the internet, or various other aspects of technology? If so, simply email
Richard.Sheldon@matl.trincoll.edu. Don't feel afraid
to voice your opinions or suggestions. They will be
featured on a new weekly TTV 23 show entitled "Tech
Talk-

Times are valid through Thursday, February 11 Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810
A Bug's Life (G)
A Civil Action (PG-13)
In Dreams (R)
Mighty Joe Young (PG)
Patch Adams (PG-13)
Payback (R)
The Prince of Egypt (PG)
The Rugrats Movie (G)
Saving Private Ryan (R)
She's All That (PG-13)
Simply Irresistible (PG-13)
Stepmom (PG-13)
The Thin Red Line (R)
Varsity Blues (R)
Virus (R)
You've Got Mail (PG)

5:15 PM, 7:20 PM
1:00 PM, 3:25 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:40 PM
9:30 PM
12:45 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:25 PM
1:20 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:40 PM
12:40 PM, 1:10 PM, 2:50 PM, 3:20 PM,
5:00 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:30 PM, 8:00 PM,
9:50 PM, 10:20 PM
1:05 PM, 3:20 PM, 5:35 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:50 PM
1:10 PM, 3:10 PM
12:30 PM, 3:45 PM, 7:30 PM
12:50 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:10 FM, 7:35 PM, 9:45 PM
1255 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:05 PM
1:15 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:35 PM
12:40 PM, 355 PM, 7:45 PM
12:35 PM, 2:45 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:25 PM,-9:55 PM
7:50 PM, 10:00 PM
1:25 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:45 PM

Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, February 11
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-8489
Enemy of the State (R)
Star Trek: Insurrection (PG)

7:00 PM
7:00 PM

Elm Theater - 924 South Quaker Lane in Elmwood
Times are valid through Thursday, February 11
Prices $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6 PM
For scheduling information call (860) 232-2820
At First Sight (PG-13)
Elizabeth (R)
The Faculty (R)

7:00 PM
7:05 PM, 9:30 PM
9:30 PM

Work on an Archaeological
Excavation Next Summer
Plans for the seventh season of Trinity College Excavations at Caesarea Martima, Israel are underway. Associate Professor of Classics Martha Risser will again
take students to participate in excavations as part of a
Trinity College course, Archaeology 300. Information
and application forms are available at Seabury 44B and
at the office of Classics and Modern Languages. For
more information, contact Professor Risser at ext, 2386,

Classifieds
Collegiate Student Storage, Inc.
' National Company is currently hiring sales and marketing representatives for immediate openings on your
campus, Convenient hours, excellent experience, and
great pay. For more info, call (800) 378-6739.

Metropolitan Entertainment Group
Work in the Music business! Seeking college reps to
work on grassroots marketing campaigns for emerging
recording artists. Fax resume to Mike Nowicki at (212)
629-3605 or email miken@metroent.com.

Free Radio + $1250
Fundraiser open to student groups & organizations.
Earn $3-$5 per Visa/MC app. We supply all materials at
no cost. Call for info or visit our website. Qualified callers receive a FREE Eaby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528x65.
www.ocmconcepts.com
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Indoor Track and Field Continues Success
Runners fare well at Wheaton Invitational
BY YOLANDA
FLAMINO

Sports Writer

The men's and women's track
and field teams joined 18 other
teams in competition at the
Wheaton Invitational. A number of NESCAC schools were
also present, fueling some existing rivalries. Both teams turned
in a number of fine performances, with seven first place
finishes and ten top three finishes. Overall the women
placed third and the men were
eighth. Wheaton placed first in
both the men's and women's
meet.
In .the men's meet, Trinity
earned some points off.the
track. Leading the way was Ben
Goss'00 in the high jump. He
cleared 6'04" and took first
place. Nick Fox'02 gave Trinity
a boost in the cage. Fox competed in the shot put and weight
throw. He finished seventh in
the shot put, with a throw of
12.04m and in the weight throw
he placed ninth with a distance
of 11.42m. Another freshmen,
Sam Sonn '02 also supported
the team. In the triple jump,
Sonn landed at 11.75m, placing
him sixth.
Matthew McShane '99 was
the highest placing runner on
the team. McShane grabbed a
first in the 600 with a time of
1:25.96. McShane contributed
again in the 4x400 race, running a strong leg, and boosting

the team to their fifth place finish. The team, consisting of
McShane, Goss, David Jewett '99,
and Steve Greene '02, ran a time
of 3:34.58.
Matthew Wong '00, who has
been running well in the 1000,
continued this trend. He finished sixth in 2:44.61. Teammate Andrew Malick '00
commented on Wong's race,
saying, "He looked really strong.
He ran a gutsy race and paid for
it a little at the end, but it's that
type of "go-for-it" attitude that
will help him in the long run."
Malick competed in the 3K finishing tenth with a time of
9:31.52, improving his time from
the previous week.
Also running well were, in
the 400, Greene and Andrew
Peal '02; in the 1500, Steven
Napier; and in the 55 high
hurdles, Gil Green '02.
The women's team was able
to capture a third place finish
due to their high number of top
three finishes. Starting the day
was Beth Doran'99 in the weight
throw. Dora n won her event, by
over a foot, with a throw of
13.73m. This again improved
upon her personal best, as she
set last week. Triple jumper Jen
Villa '02 also added to the team
score. She finished sixth, leaping 10.41m. BethLandry'02fin:
ished ninth in the high jump,
clearing 4'9" and tenth in the
long jump, with a distance of
4.15m.
Three Trinity runners were
entered in the 5K and all three

ANDYSHEPARD

Indoor Track warms up for a recent practice.
significantly improved their
times, as well as adding points
to the team score. Kara
Barbalunga '00, continuing to
greatly improve, ran 18:58.74.
This time placed her in third,
while teammate Caroline Leary
'02 finished fourth. Leary ran a
solid race, crossing the line in
19.26. Buzzy McLaughlin '02
also ran an incredible race,
chopping a half a minute off
heT time, to finish in 20:34.72.

No Sweat

Thania Benois '99 competed
in the 1500 and took second
place. She finished in 4:55.11.
Benois, along with Barbalunga,
later competed in the 4x800.
This team, which also included
Nicole Hanley '00 and Marisa
Eddy '01, finished in 9:55.36 and
first place.
Hanley also ran in the 1000.
She again placed first, her time
being 3:03.45. Eddy, careful not
to break the trend, also took first

place in her other race. Eddy
ran the 600 in 1:38.50. Yolanda
Flamino '99 also finished first in
the 3K with a time of 10:22.01.
The men's and women's track
teams turned in a number of
quality performances, at the
Wheaton Invitational. This
weekend the womenis team
will compete in Dl New
Englands, while the menis team
will compete at the Wesleyan
Invitational.

Beating Down Brown
Trinity Leaves Providence Victorious
BY RANDY DUPREE

Sports Writer

Trinity
Broivn

The Trinity Women's Squash
team started off their week with
a match in Providence against
Brown. Brown played a very
determined and competitive
match hoping to overthrow the
Trinity team. The lady Bantams
were initially caught off guard,
but were able to defend their
title as they decisively beat
Brown 7-2. Jen Death '00 played
an astounding match, crushing

against Harvard.
The lady Bantams have their
last two games of the season at
home this Tuesday against
Amherst at 6:45pm and
Wednesday against Yale at 6pm.
Thus far, this team has found
itself somewhat in the shadow
of the overpowering men's
team. But don't let that fool you.
This Trinity Women's squad is
among the top in the country,
and they will most certainly be
in the hunt when it comes
down to the final showdowns
on the national scene.
The reason for their success
stems from their strong combination of veteran leadership
and youthful desire. A well-balanced team, these Lady Bantams have made it clear to the
rest of the squash community

The lady Bantams were initially caught
off guard, but were able to defend their
title as they decisively beat Brown 7-2.

Star Preston Quick '00 helps guides Trinity to
victory. See article on page twenty-four.

j
SPORTS INFORMATION

her opponent 9-0,9-0,9-0. Sarah
Burbank '99 also played well,
only allowing her opponent to
win two points.
Later in the week Trinity took
on another Ivy, Harvard. It was
a hard morning for the Trinity
women as they confronted the
#1 ranked team in the league
and lost 8-1. Trinity's #1 player
Janine Thompson '01 was the
team's only victor, but what a
victory it was! In only three
games Janine defeated one of
the U.S.'s Junior Olympic players. The team also commends
Alice Affleck '02 who was the
only other player to win a game

that they will not go quietly.
In short, Trinity has one of the
best squash programs in the
country because of both the
men's and women's teams, and
the fact that these women are
playing excellent squash cannot be overlooked. As they press
toward a potential national title,
they continue to battle for the'
respect they so richly deserve.

Harvard'

8
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Men's Basketball Rolls On, Now 16-1
Taking A Bite Out Of Clark, Trinity Solidifies It's Spot As A Danger In Division III
BY NICK FAINELLI

Sports Writer

This past week, the Trinity College
Men's basketball team posted two impressive wins improving their record to
16-1. On Tuesday night the Bantams travelled to Clark University in Worcester,
Massachusetts and defeated the Cougars
69-64. On Friday the team travelled to
Hamilton College and toppled the host
team 78-74.-The wins were further examples of the special chemistry and resilience that the Bantams have shown
since the start of the season. •
Against Clark, Trinity was able to use
defensive pressure and timely shooting
to come out victorious. Senior co-captain
John Mulfinger '99, stole the show offensively, finishing with 18 points, 5 rebounds, and 3 steals. The team defense
in the first half of the game was incredible, Clark was held to 7 field goals and a
29 percent field goal percentage.
Trinity went into half time with a 12
point lead, 35-23. In the second half
Clark was able to manage a comeback
and was behind, 52-51, with 6 minutes
remaining. It was at this point that the
Bantams began to employ their size advantage in the paint. Forward Jason
Levin '99,15 points, provided the necessary prescence down in the blocks as he
repeatedly hit shots in the latter stages
of the game. By the end of the game Clark
could only foul to stay close and fortunately the Bantams stepped up and hit
their opportunities at the charity stripe.
It was a good game for the Trinity team
because the balanced offensive attack
and the defensive intensity are necessi*« WgSTrm g, fet H
tQ p r o g r e s s i n t n e
postseason tournament.

steal of a pass intended for Schantz. The
Bantams then went down the floor and
fed the ball to the reliable Levin, 15
points, who camly hit a shot to reduce
the deficit to LThe game turned into one
of the most exciting wins ever recorded
by the Trinity College men's basketball.
Then a steal by the crafty sophmore
guard Mike Keohane set up the heroic
shot for Mike Labella'01. Labella, 16
points, hit a three point shot with less
than a minute remaining in regulation
to go ahead 2. With a minute and thirty
seconds left and down 5 points in the
second half, Trinity's hopes of getting
their sixth straight win looked bleak.
Thanks to the heroics of Labella, and the
clutch free throws of Bednar.Trinity was
able to prevail. The Hamilton team and
fans were in a state of shock following
their late game collapse. They were lead
by NESCAC star Michael Schantz's 27
points and 15 rebounds.

The Hamilton game was indeed exciting because never before had the Bantams had such a comeback. When asked
about the game Mulfinger replied," It
was the greatest two minutes of basketball that I have ever been involved in.
Bednar's steal was luck because the referee might have missed the out of
bounds call. Then Labella came up big
and played like a veteran... This team
never gives in. I am extremely happy
KATIE BRYANT
Gearing up for the competition, men's hoops gets in
that we were able to get a road win
a run at a recent practice.
against
a very good NESCAC opponent
Co-captain Kevin Bednar '99,12 points, to Clinton, New York to face a sound
in Hamuton.We showed the chemistry
10 rebounds, 5 steals, responded, "Our de- Hamilton team.
fense in the first half was tight. We
Even thought they were losing the and teamwork needed to have a. 16-1
should not have let them back in the Bantams were able to stay close through record." The Bantams now look forward
game in the second half but we came out the entire game. With only minutes re- to a roadtrip to Maine to face conference
winners. When a majority of the team maining a comeback remained a members Bowdoin and Colby. If the
plays as well as it did against Clark then possiblity in the heads of the Trinity teams keeps playing as it is now, then
you have to be happy with the perfor- team. A John Mulfinger's jump shot cut postseason success should not be hoped
mance. We played as united team intent the lead to 3 with a little over two min- for, but expected. Keep a close eye on this
on winning the game." With a good win utes remaining . On Hamilton's next young and up and coming team in the

One will quench your thirst.
The other could set you up for rape.

SQUISH, SQUASH

Which would you drink?

Rape is a sad reality. And il can happen
lo anyone. Even you.

• At social gatherings, don't accept
open-container drinks from anyone.

When secretly slipped into a beverage,
even a glass of iced lea, sedating
substances can leave anyone vulnerable
to sexual assault. You may not be able
10 see it, smell it, or taste it. And you
don't have to be at a bar or club. It
, could happen |n any social setting.
.
The tragic Tact is that the reasons for
rape really have nothing to do with
you. It happens only because there
are people who wish 10 harm.

• if you experience dizziness, extreme
drowsiness, or other sudden and
unexplained symptoms, call
someone you trust, Go to a hospital,
emergency room immediatejy. Try
lo retain -a sample of the beverage
. .for testing.
,
.

But there are some things ilwt may help
; reduce your risk:

....,-..

•.Always keep y6iirbeverage:in sight.
'•V'-fti'i bar or cluti, accept drinks only
'•' from, the bartender or server.

If you think you've been sexually
• assaulted, call (888)999-5545 for a
rape crisis center near you,; or call the
police immediately. Don't be afraid to
reach out for help. There are tests to
help prove you've been drugged, and a
federal law that can put the rapist in
prison for 20 years.
So please, help reduce your risk...

Watch your drink!
THIS PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT IS PROVIDED BY THE'
CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER PROTECTION. .

The Lady Bantams are among the country's best.
See article on page twenty.

ANDYSHEPARD
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Sen iors A re Honored A s Their Last Season Comes To An End
BY ALLISON LANZETTA

Sports Writer

KATIE BRYANT

Trinity Captain Ryan Vasquez '99
fires up the Bantams.

KATIE BRYANT

A precision flip-turn gets the
Bantams off to a quick lead.

The Trinity College Swimming and Diving Team honored
their seven seniors at the final
home meet of the season on Saturday. Facing both Connecticut
College and Bates College, the
women swam in their final
regular season meet while the
men will finish their season
next weekend.
The Lady Bantams out-swam
Connecticut College but were
unable to defeat Bates. Katie
Laf leur'02 began the meet with
a great effort in the 1000 yard
freestyle, finishing third. Emily
Polito '00 swam to an exciting
victory in the 200 yard freestyle,
as well as out-swimming all of
her competition in the 500 yard
freestyle. Carrie Rorer '00
placed well in the 50 yard
freestyle, as did Becky Porch '99
who made her New England cut
and will continue her swimming career for another two
weeks. Hilary Sutton'99 and Jen
Stelmack '01 displayed personal
best times in the 500 yard
freestyle, while Sutton saw success in the 100 yard backstroke
and Stelmack dropped time in
the 100 yard freestyle. Jenny
Benjamin '01 saw personal success in the 50 and 100 yard
breaststroke while Lydia Barrett
'02 placed third in the 100 yard
butterfly and swam very well in
the 100 yard individual medley.
The success of the women's
team was supported by the
strength of the Trinity divers.
Sue Kemalian '99, who high-

Trinity's seniors are honored before the meet.

KATIE BRYANT

lighted the afternoon with her placed second in the 100 yard
final performance at her home backstroke and showed his verpool, was supported by Katie satility by placing well in the
Bryant '01, Jessica Harmon '02 100 yard breaststroke. Andrew
and Mollie Mallick '02.
Lovig '00 swept the butterfly
The outcome of the men's events, taking first in both the
meet parallelled the women's: a 50 and 100 followed close beloss to Bates and a victory over hind by Alex Blanchard '02
Connecticut College. Ryan who grabbed second in the 100
Young '00 continued his domi- • yard butterfly.
nance in the distance events
The afternoon was a success
shattering the pool record in for both teams. The women
the 1650 yard freestyle as well were able to pull out a one point
as tying for first in the 500 yard win over Connecticut College
freestyle. Mike Gorman '00 while the men barely lost to
supplied much needed points Bates. The women now look forin his strong performance in ward to the New England meet
the 500 freestyle and swam to on February 19-21 at Bowdoin
victory in the 100 yard back- College while the men travel to
stroke. Chris Nicholas '01 Maine for their final meet.

If you aren't on T.C.A.C. we could say...

N O Spring
Weekend
and you wouldn't know whether or not we were kidding...

This SUNDAY is your LAST CHANCE
to JOIN T.C.A.C. until next Fall.
Join for the chance to affect some change in Trinity activities.
Join for the experience it will give you to organize events of your own.

Join for the
Rittenburg

£ounge - 7pm - Sunday

BANTAM fanFARE
This Week in Sports
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Hoop Heaven
From the UConn/Stanford classic, to the
debut of Latrell Spreewell in aKnick
uniform, to the huge upsets of No. 5 Kentucky and No. 3 Cincinnati, both College
and Professional Basketball experienced
a tremendous weekend in which they
showcased their best teams. After all of
last week's Super Bowl hype, it appears
that roundball is definitely back, and in
a big way. Before we know it, the NBA
Playoffs and March Madness will be
upon us. Stay tuned...
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Trinity Sports This Week
Men's Squash

Women's Squash

Men's Basketball

Feb.l3,@F&M

Feb. 10, Yale

Feb. 12, Bowdoin
Feb. 13, Colby

Women's Basketball

Men's Ice Hockey

Women's Ice Hockey

Feb. 12 Bowdoin

Feb. 12, @ Colby

Feb. 13, Sacred Heart

Feb. 13, Colby

Feb. 13, @ Bowdoin

Feb. 14, @ Conn. College

Indoor Track
| Feb. 13, New Englands (Women)
Feb. 13, Wesleyan
Invitational (Men)

Swimming

Wrestling

Feb. 13, Bowdoin (Men)

Fe b. 11, Amen In trnatl
Feb. 13,
Bridgewater State,
Rhode Island
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Undoubtedly, The Nation's Best
Men's Squash demolishes Harvard to solidify

top-ranking

used so successfully to their advantage in the past was miniSports Writer
mized by the numerous and
boistourousBantamsupporters,
Although the Trinity Men's "It was great to see such enthuSquash team has compiled a 10- siasm for the team especially
0 record with relative ease, all when we're on the road in such
this was set to change on Satur- a tough place to play," comday as the Bantams traveled to mented sophomore Josh Miller.
The rather lopsided final
Cambridge to take on Harvard.
Harvar, also undefeated in their match count was not comsix matches, had a 90-rnatch pletely indicative of the indihome winning streak dating vidual play. In one of the best
back to 1982 in their favor as matches of the day Akhil Beil
they welcomed Trinity to their playing at the number three ponew squash facility. Combine sition came back from a two
this with the Crimson's victory games to none deficit to defeat
BY MARK LAMONICA

Once again fans looking for a close match
involving the Bantams were disappointed
as Trinity rolled over Harvard.
over Trinity in last years Na- Harvard's Tim Wyant in five
tional Championship Tourna- games. At the number one po:
ment and the stage was set for a sition Trinity's Marcus Cowie
heated match between the two also fought off a first game derivals.
feat to come back and close out
Once again fans looking for a the match with a 3-1 win. Post:
close match involving the Ban- ing victories in three games for
tams were disappointed as Trin- the Bantams were Preston
ity rolled over Harvard. Trinity, Quick, Charlie Saunders, Rohan
playing in front of a large con- juneja, Joe Pentland and Josh
tingent of fans that made the Miller while Lefika Ragontse,
trip up from Hartford, defeated Loua Coutzee, Guarav Juneja
Harvard in eight of nine and Duncan Pearson won 3-1.
matches which figured into the The only two Trinity defeats
final result, and eleven out of came by freshmen Noah
thirteen overall. Harvard's Wimmer in a hard fought five
home court which they had game match and fellow fresh-

Arguably the best player in the country, Marcus Cowie '00
continues to dominate for the Bantams.
man Rohan Bhappu in match Princeton who is sure to be a
plagued by controversial let tough opponent at home on
Feb. 20th. They will also need to
calls.
While Trinity is clearly the post another victory at Harvard
favorite to repeat as regular sea- at the end of the year Tournason champions they still face ment to capture both the regu-
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lar season and tournament national championship. If the Ban"
tams continue to play up to their
potential however this should
be a truly realistically obtainable goal.

Top of the Mountain Women's Ice Hockey Hits the Road
Ice Queens Finish rough week away from home
scored 6 times in 20 minutes. In match-up for the Bantams. Unthe third period, Trinity was fortunately, Trinity got off to a
able to put more shots on net, slow start, as UVM scored twice
but remained scoreless. The during the-first period. In the
This past weekend the Trin- game ended in an 8-0 victory second, the bantams came out
strong, and had numerous scor-.
ity women's ice hockey team for Middlebury.
took its first overnight road trip
"They were really fast, both ing opportunities, but were once
up to Vermont. The Lady Ban- with skating and passing the again unable to convert them
tams took on two tough league puck," commented Erin Sousa, into goals. When the.final
competitors, Middlebury and '00. "They are the best, and now buzzer rang, UVM was the winUniversity of Vermont. On we know what we have to work ner, by a score of 5-0, although
friday night Trinity faced off on in order to get to the level the game was a lot closer than
against the Middlebury Pan- that they are at," added Jessica the score indicated.
thers in a brand new, multi-mil- Martin '02. Kim Willis '02 was
Although the Bantams
lion dollar hockey rink awestruck by their facility, and struggled this weekend, there
complex. The rink, which
opened only a few weeks ago,
Full knowing that they were going to face
was an amazing facility, and
a very talented team, Trinity got off to a
clearly was an indication of
what the future might bring to
decent start,
the Trinity campus. The
Middlebury women's team stated, "I can't wait until we were definitely some winning
holds the number one ranking have our own rink on campus. moments, such as the wonderin the ECAC division 3 It's going to add so much to our ful lasagna and meatball feast
women's' ic? hockey alliance. hockey program, and to the on the way back to school,
The Panthers have been at the school."
served up by Jess Martin's partop of the conference since its
After a comfortable night's ents. The team is grateful for the
inception in 1995.
sleep in a local Ho-jo's, the team never-ending support of parKnowing full well that they fueled up for its next game with ents and friends as they conwere going to face a very tal- a big breakfast at Friendly's. On tinue to work their way through
ented team, Trinity got off to a Saturday afternoon, Trinity their inaugural season in the
decent start, and only 2 goals faced off against the Cata- very competitive ECAC Diviwere scored by Middlebury dur- mounts of the University of sion 3 Women's Ice Hockey Aling the firs t per iod. However, the Vermont. UVM, who boasts a 3- liance. This weekend the
second period was a different 6-2 record, compared to Bantams will travel to Sacred
story, as trie Bantams were no Trinity's 1-11 record, seemed to Heart and Connecticut College
match for the Panthers, who be a team that would be a good for important games.
BY HEIDI NOTMAN

Sports Writer

Co-captain Charlie Saunders '99
helps lead the Bantams.
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